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FRED L. MASON.

Stuart,

Ellsworth, Me.

Slate Street,
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DR. H. GREELY.
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H. li. Mason's Store. ,•*
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Ellswoitii Steam Laiflry
DYE

HOUSE.

All kind* of Garment* cleansed and dyed.
Kid Glove* and « istrich Feathers a specialty.
I.aundrv Work of all kinds done at short notice.
L. J. FILES, Prop’r.
1 yr40

MASON
JOHN R
Attorney at Lanr,
and Solicitor of Patents,
Wheelwright A Clark’s Block,
BANGOR.
MAINE.
resumed Patent practice, and w ill obtain Pa
for Inventors, bring and defend suit* for the
Infringement of Patents, ar.d attend to all kinds of
Patent business
Y>rrepj>ondenoe Invited
H
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Is best for a sensitive skinj
it relieves smarting, roughness,
and heals all eruptions.
M. \V. Smith, Malden, Mass.,
cured
says: “Comfort Powder
me of severe irritation of the
It is a healskin on my face.
ing wonder.”

Philadelphia Mental College,

over

ud

(omfort powder

DEXTTIST.
the

REFUNDED,

»htti used AtrictiY •• dirrcUd
iL tk*kl tk«r Ail dcAier*.

you

Trj

C. A. Sanborn,
Concord,
have been
i
N.H.. s.ivs:
troubled with rough skin, my
I tried
face breaking out.
everything, and got no relief
until Comfort Powder came
along. It has really cured me.”

COUNSELLOR atLAW.
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Me.
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For Use
After Shaving.
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of Labor for Me.”
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ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.
SEND POSTAL FCH FREE SAMPLE.

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford. Conn.
C.

Use

S.

SYKES,

SECRETARY.

Comfort

Soap

For

Hands, The Fac6, The Complexion. It is Antiseptic, Emollient,

The

and Curative.
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Public

PresidentCleT»was as follows:

fitting

on

ant ages.

The verdict of our voters, which condemned
the injustice of maintaining protection for
protection’s sake, enjoins uj*>n the people’s
servants the duty of exposing and destroying
the brood of kindred evils w hich are the unwholesome progeny of paternalism.
This is the lutne of republican institutions,
and the constant peril of our government by
the people.
It degrades to the purposes of wily craft the
plan of rule our fathers established and bequeathed to us as an object of our love and
veneration.
It perverts the patriotic sentiment of out
oountrymen. and tempts them to a pitiful
calculation
Of the Sordid tiain
to be derived from their government’s maintenance.
It undermines the self reliance of our people,
and substitute in its place dependence upon
governmental favoritism.
It stifles the pirit of the true Americanism,
and stupefies every ennobling trait of Ameri-

citizenship.
The lessons of paternalism ought to be unlearned and the better lesson taught, that
while the people should patriotically an*
cheerfully support their government, its
can

functions do

not

include the support of the

people.
The acceptance of this principle leads to a
refusal of bounties and subsidies, which burden the labor and thrift of a portion of our
citizens to aid ill-advised or languishing enterprises in which they have no c oncern.

It leads also to a challenge of wild and reckless pension expenditure, which overleaps the
bounds of grateful recognition of patriotic service and prostitutes to vicious uses the people's prompt and generous impulse to aid those
disabled in their country’s defence.
Every thoughtful American must realize th3
importance of checking at its beginning any
tendency in public or private station to regard
and economy as virtues which we

frugality

may safely outgrow.
The toleration of this idea results in the
waste of the people's money by their chosen
servants and encourages prodigality and extravagance in the home life of our countrymen.

Under our scheme of
of public money is a

government the waste

Against the Cltisen,
and the contempt of our people for economy
and frugality in their personal affairs deplorably saps the strength and sturdiness of our national ebaraetcr.
It is a plain dictate of honesty and good government that public expenditures should be
limited by public necessity, and that this
should \te measured by the rules of strict economy. and it is equally clear that frugality
of a
among the people is the beat guaranty
contented and strong support of free instituCrime

Lemuel Ward Peters,!
•

$300,000

Attorney and Counselor at law,
tVRshlncton St.. Hnom ■#§, Rogers
Rnltding. Ro«ton, Man.
tfi-*

NOTICE.
All bills due me must bo settled before .Mine SO
lift orsurh w'l !«• ofluWtan attornor for <-oh I
button
Tht» ts ImpmaMve a< I .liall I. unable
to attend to the matter per onallv after that date
GEO. A. PHILLIPS, M. D.
IlUworth, January I, uaa,
tfi

Special Agents Wanted.

This Order is authorized to do business in the
the
of Maine. The Best Endowment Plan In
Inworld. Absolutely safe and sound. Splendid
to
ducement* to good men. Mention paper. Write
York
New
City,
KING A CO.. 8 Union Square,
Maine.
or to F. W. LAPHAMv Box 746, Watervllle.
and references
|y Always mention experience
Smoefti
State

taxing power, and w hen wo seek to reinstate
the self confidence and business enterprise of
citizens, b, discrediting an abject dependence upon go ernmental favor, we strive to
stimulate those eleme nt* of American character which Mipj-ort the ho|>e of American
at hiesement.
Anxiety for the redemption of the pledge
which my party has made, and solicitude for
the complete justification of the trust the people have rep«»*cd in us, constrain me to remind
those with whom I am to co-ojierate that w«
can succeed in .oing the work which has been
(‘specially set before us only by the most mucer*u haniioniou- arid disinterested effort.
liven if ln-ujierable obstacles and opposition
on.Mirnmation of our task, we
prevent tbe
shall hardly
vr i>ed: and if
failure can l»e
ir fault or n.-gleet, we may be
traced t*sure
the js-oph will iiold u.s to a swift and exact
our

ac

j

cniutal'ility.

The oath 1 now take* to preserve, prstect
and defend the constitution of the United
States not only impressively defines the great
JVsjmnsihilit y 'assume, but suggests oImhI i*
cnee to enu.-t it utional commands as the rule
by which tnv offic ial conduct must Is* guided.
I shall, to the best of my ability and within
my sphere of duty. jittMT • the constitution
by loy ally. protecting every grant of federal
power it c. iili.us, by defending all it* restrain!- when attacked by impatience and
restlessness. ami by enforcing it* limitations
ami reservation* in favor of the states and the

people.

tions.
One mode of the misappropriation of public
funds is avoided when appointments to office.
Instead of being the reward of partisan Activity, ai* awarded to thoee whose efficiency

year

Above all. I know there is a Supreme Being,
w ho rules t he affairs of men, and whose goodness and mercy have always followed the
Americ an p« -ile; and I know he will not
turn from us now if we humbly and reverently seek his powerful aid.
■

tturci

corom

requirement applicable to the executive,
you will permit me to submit, for your
consideration, some suggestions relating

financial condition of the state; and
I also submit herewith a communication
from the state treasurer, a statement of
appropriations already made at this session, amounting to the sum of $1,184,514.so:
also an estimate from the state treasurer
of the additioual regular expenditures required for the year 1898, amounting to the
sum of $410,090.74; also a statement of pr»
posed appropriations for 185*3, reported by
committees ami now pending before the
legislature, amounting to the sum of
$109,425.80; and also a statement of the estimated additional appropriations asked
for and now pending before committees
to the

that have not l>een finally adjudicated upon,
to the sum of $80,500, making
an aggregate of $1,850,401.40.
I also have the honor to submit herewith an estimate from the state treasurer
of the receipts for the year 1893.
It is

amounting

based on general laws as they existed on
the first day of January last.
An additional revenue of some thirtyfive or forty thousand dollars will be received from the railroads by reason of increased taxation upon these corporations,
but 60 per cent, of the additional revenue
received from the Maine Central railroad
must be refunded to the various cities and
towns, and also quite a per cent, of the
additional revenue received from the Boston and Maine railroad, and a very large
portion of this increased revenue comes
from these two corporations.
One-half of whatever additional amount
of revenue may be received from the savings banks will be distributed to various
These two
towns for school purpose's.
items constitute the principle portion of
the additional revenue secured by recent
legislation. It will therefore be observed
that while all of this increased revenue, in
4he first instance, is paid into the state
treasury, it is not entirely available to
meet appropriations made by the legislature, for existing laws provide that a very
large portion of the same shall be used for
other specific purposes.
The appropriations for the year 1891
amounted to t he sum of $1,657,936.47. Two
hundred thousand dollars, on account of
the temporary loan, was included in such
bill

passed
legislature

of
the
this
session
also included $200,000 on account of
such temporary loan, but if excessive appropriations are to follow, the treasurer
will be required to renew this entire loan,
and use the money appropriated for this
specific object for other purposea.
Our existing temporary loan of $300,000
reaches the constitutional limit. We are
precluded by the constitution from creating
“any debt, or debts, liability or liabilities,
on behalf of the state, which shall singly
or in the aggregate, with previous debts or
it 1ET «*•
liabilities
at

account of the direct

to*

equal

to

our

expenditures.

Sound financial and business principle*
absolutely require that our expenditure;*
shall not exnssl our receipts, and that tin
state should have a surplus at all timeavailable in its treasury.
It is a dut> that is imperative upon us.
in the adm inistration of the affairs of th«

practice frugality,

state, to

to

can-full)

to the state from various sourees
c»f little at.ui in relieving th
taxjvayersof the state, if it serves only t.
U-

absolutely

are

not

necessary.

The legislature determines the amount
of appropriations, aftei investigational.,

hearing.

No other department of the got
eminent has the right to exercise that an
The
discretion and power re-«
thority.
where it should. w ith the chosen repr»
n
tatives of the people ; and as I hate mi,
gested in a former communication to tl,«
honorable senate ami house of represe nt.»
lives, the whole subject is within your con
It
tn-1.
concerns every citizen of the
state ; it is your good judgment that mu>:
govern ; and every measure should U* con
sidered upon its own intrinsic merits.”
And before the* seKsi«.n doses, in the jh
f .nuance ..f tue constitutional duties
initted to you by the suffrages of the [we.
pie, you will determine the rat** of tax.it m.
tor state ptirjMtses, for the coming tw«
years, upon trie valuation of the -itat** ; an
that rate must dej»end upon the* go.*)
judgment and wisdom of the legislature
in making appropriations from tlie ptihli
n

j

treasury.
The supreme court of the state of Main,
has held "That the power of taxation ‘foi
the* defens** and benefit of the people, j*

limited only by the good sense ami sound
judgment of the legislature. Our court
has also held that "It is not for the judn i.d
department to determine where legitim it.
It is the province* of th*
taxation ends
legi-lat urv
1 do not favor illilwrality toward any oi
the inte rests or institutions of the state
I would dual
with them justly, evei
lilwrally, rather than jienuriously. hi:
we should,
in considering all of tins,
quest ions, constantly remember that 1
is the money f all the jieople we are a,,
propriating. that Appropriations of m-.ndemand taxation, and that the* in.
streams of revenue flowing from all
tions of our state into the public trea>n•
from which these appropriations are m
are the fruits of itidu. try and toil, a
should bo guarded as igilantlv as tin- sa
fatuous man would protect tils pnvait
>«

mean*.

1 carefully refrain

at

this

time from

ex

pressing any opinion f»*r <.r against any of
the* pn.[wised appropriations liefore your
honorable Ins lies for consideration, but l
have deemed it my duty to present to the
Vgislature the a«r.imjiany'ing statements
from the- treasury department, with the

foregoing suggest mns.
The people have imposed

a gnat trust
upon the le gislature and the executive.ami
I earnestly urge the utmost conservatism
Our appropria’ ions should la* governed by
|he actual n<*e*ls: We should strive to keep
»ur exjienditures within reasonable limits;
Ihen we shall have conformed to the imperative demands of th** occasion and ful
tilled the confident expectations of our con
Itituents.
HhNIiY B. ('LI.AYKS.

BAY

STATE

LEGISLATURE.

Pauperism and InsanityForeign Corporations.

4.—The senate commitreported a bill providing
of statistics of lalw.r
shall investigate the relation of the liquor
traffic to crime, pauperism and insanity,
the p«*ri"d covered to be not less than 1J
successive months. The investigation is to
lw* as broad ami thorough h- possible ami
$.‘><*■1 is appropriated for the purpose.
The committee on .street railways reported a bill authorizing the Fitchburg
Boston. Marc h
tee on liquor law
that the bureau

ami Leo minster Street Railway company
to extend its tracks and increase its stock
to the aniout <>f $.'*00,1 mO. The same Com-

authorizing the*
Northampton Street Railway company to
extend it* trac ks into Williamsburg, Hast
Hampton, Hatfield, Hadley and Amherst.
In the house a bill was passed incorporating the Malden, Medford and Stonemittee reported

a

bill

+

000.
Charles S. Tuckerman, N 1*. Ilallowell.
Charles F. Adams, George Atkinson and
John A. Linzer petitioned tin* house for a
law that no taxes shall l»e assessed on |>ersonal projH*rty or shares in the capital
stock where property and corporation are
out of the state and are, without any
sjKH-ial exemption, legally assessed for
ta xes.

Mayor Lawrence of Medford petitioned
an act to allow the city to establish a
sewerage system, the work to Ik; done by a
for

board of three commissioner.
The public charities committee reported
an appropriation of $17,5<*» for repairs and
improvements at the Taunton Lunatic

hospital.
Insurance committee reported a bill
give the St. Jean Baptiste society of
Marlborough the same powers it would
have had if incorporated under the law
in relating to fraternal beneficiary corporaThe

to

tions.

I^-ave to withdraw

was reported on the
drainage system for Lowell
which shall shall not d.scnarge Into the

petition for

a

Merrimac river.
The street railway committee reported a
bill to allow the Holyoke Street Railway
company to extend its tracks to Northampton and Chicopee, subject to theconditions
imposed by the several l>oards of aidermen.

committee on cities reported a bill
to issue $125,0U0 JiOfor sewerage purposes; $25,000
bonds
year
10-year bonds for completing and furnishing its high school building; $15,0(U
10-year bouds to meet maturing indebtedness, and exempting it from the debt limit
law until 1807.
The committee on public charitable institutions reported leave to withdraw on
the petition of the New England industrial school for deaf mutes for an approThe

authorizing Everett

priation.

The report against further legislation
much of the governor’s address as
lates to metropolitan parks was tabled.
so

MARCH
WeldRue

Great Britain's
IjuIj
To the Editor

16,

to Miss

the K1U worth American.

Sonic met to

the Ellsworth American :
Remarkable ?s has been the power of our
transatlantic friends to attract Immense
audiences and awakeu British enthusiasm,

perhaps, John Gough ami Dwight L.
Moody not excepted, have evoked more

epoch,

a

m.d, mirabile dictu, finds a
place In th< Queen’s speech to Parliament.
This is a statement noteworthy indeed,
but it is true o( the national welcome, for
t was nothing less, accorded to America’s
vhite ribbon leader at the recent great

dividual

an ii

>r

the

attitude of

an

This famous audi-

so long the battle-ground
f all religious movements and reforms,
rhat to the accustomed eyes of its habitues
the unprecedented character of that assem•

work

is

path with malice toward none and charity
for all.” From that more august and per

On

huge platform were seated men
whose names are household

the

w -ni’-n

through

words

English-speaking
ran
numbers of Parliament, dignitaries
• f
theehurch and ladles of soc iety, side
by side with the leaders of the labor movement aud the SaD ation
A delegaArmy
i'-n appointed from the Methodist church,
t e B.iptiht, tiie Congregational, the Sociely of Friends, elbowed canons of the
the

nit

a

on
re-

Mrs. Sears' Generosity.
Boston, March 4.—It is reported in relation to the award of the $500 prize offered
by the New York Water Color society to
Mrs. J. M. Sears of this city, that Mrs.
Sears took the $500 prize, and adding
somewhat to it, gave it to a teacher in Boston, who hail not had a vacation for 15
years, to enable her to make a trip to

Europe._
An English Channel Disaster.
London, March 4.—A serious collision
The
occurred in the English channel.
Cacique was sunk by an unknown steamship. Ten of the survivors lauded at
Dover in a boat. Thirteen others are missing, and it is feared have been lost.
Not in Favor of Gladstone's Bill.
New Youk, March 4.—The 115th anniversary of the birth of Robert Emmett
was celebrated in
Cooper union by the
ResoluIrish Nationalists in this city.
tions were adopted condemning the Gladrule
bill.
stone home

who

neers,

the

world to

the

wi re

new.

best gift of the old
So Frances Willard,

her wins that pure New Eng
laud blood, owe* to her ancestry much of
the streugth and courage that must ever
be the basis of a ieformer's character.
who has in

Away

Wisconsin

on a

dars sweet and

established church, and temperance leaders
of the t'atbolic hierarchy; while the chief
Jewish rabbi dent

farm amid the

fragrant

and the

ce-

whisper-

ing fields <*f Indian corn, she caught the
inspiration of her life from the mother
wiiu.se strong and sunny spirit made glad
the solitary place, and who brought into
the prairie wilderness a most intrepid intellect and a culture exceptionally rare
The brightness of her own great nature
made that “desolate" place “blossom as

congratulatory letter

signed the address of welcome which
w as also attested by three hundred local
unions of the British Women's Temperand

Union.
Among the societies represented on the
platform wore: the World’s Women’s
t’hiistian Temperance Union, British Worn
ance

the rose" for her children, bn that country farm, Coleridge. Wordsworth and Pope
were household friends.
That enthusiasm
for humanity which characterizes Frances

•n’s Temperance Association. United Kinglorn Alliance, Young Abstainers' Union.
Independvnl Order of Good Templars, In

Willard's work

breathed into her active mind by one born and bred in the
great free-suil State of the north, whose
was

iependeut Order of the Kechabites. Anti- j
opium League, Women’s Anti Opium Emergency League. Church of England Tern
delight it was to team her little girl to
p* rance Society, Total Abstaining section
read from the “Slave's Friend."
of the Young Women's Christian AssociaWhat wonder that in after years one of
tion. Young Men’s Christian
Association. the
greatest achievements of Frances WilBand of Mercy, Salvation Army, luter- lard's life
was her mission of reconcilialalioual
nurch

Police
Association,
West London Wesleyan

Christian

Army,

the

tion to
the

Mission. Woman's Suffrage Society, Veg
tarian Society, the Kev. Armstrong Ben

scars

of the south, while yet
throbbed in their breasts,

women

of

war

and new-uiade graves stretched wide between sections that had learned the misery
of hatred. It was the white ribbon taken

and six ministers, a deputa
uetts, B A
tion from the Wesleyan Church; Tower
by her tender hands that b uint those
Hamlets Mission, Baptist Total Abstinence I
wounds, and gently drew the noble-hearted
Society. Congregational Total Abstinence women of that
sunny land into the hospitSociety. Women's Liberal Federation, Na- able home circle of the W. C T 1.
tional Union of Women Workers, NationSacrifice is the foundation of all real
al Vigilance Society, Prison Gate Mission,
it was a crucial moment in
success, and
Friends' Temperance Union, Presbyterian
Miss Willard's I»f*• when she resigned the
Temperance Union. Students’ Total Absti- brilliant position of Dean of the first
nence Association. New Church Temperwomen's college connected with a univei
tnce Society. Catholic
Total Abstinence
sity in America, and went out, penniless,
League of the Cross, National Temperam e alone and
unheralded, because her spirit
Federation. Phcenix Orders. London Tem- had
the
of the

caught

Hospital Board, Railway Temperance Union, Templar and Temperance Orphanage Board, K iglish Sunday Closing
perance

days of the temperance crusad*-.
She has relinquished that which women
hold the dearest, the sacred, sheltered life
of home. Around her hearth no children

Total Abstinence Society, BaTotal Abstinence Society, Genera!

j

The speakers, twelve in uumber, were
one equal to tilling Exeter Hall in the
strength of individual reputation ; but they

world

audience

rose

with

a

as

John

Wes-

She has

un-

name, f

great poet:
“Live am! take comfort, tnou w ill leave behind
Powers that shall work for thee,
Karth. air ami skies;
There’s not a breathing of the common win 1
That will forget thee, thou
Hast great allies:
Thy friends are exaltations, agonies and love.
Ami man’s unconquerable mind."

where they were eagerly purchased—e/en
for the overflow meeting which had speed

vast

as truly
“parish.”

>r “organized mother love” is
best definition of the W. C. T l\
Well may we say in the words of our

her

possessors more sordid than enthusiastic, were disposing of them at three
times their original value at the entrance

The

his

the

tunate

greeted.

home

was

derstood
diviner motherhood
that
claims the orphaned hearts of humanity
as her heritage, and a chorus of children’s
voices round tin* world cherish and hail

for-

ily to be organized, so great were the
crowds demanding entrance.
Nothing could exceed the enthusiasm
with w hich the speaker of the evening was

is her

said It

the

whom the crowds had assembled to greet
in numbers so large that the tickets could
some

wait to greet her.
But she has lost that
life only to find it again ten thousand fold.
She has understood the mystery of the
wider circle of love and loyalty, and the

ley

gladly limited their speeches to five min
ut«s each, rejoicing to be among those
who did honor to the distinguished guest

have been sold twice over, and

woman's

tecostal

Butchers'

Post office Total Abstinence Society. Worn« n's Trades Uuion Association.

rhythm

f >otsteps as they bridged the distance between the home and the saloon in the Pen-

Association. East L >ndon Mi-siou Institute. Working Women’s Teetotal League.
kers'

j

IsAHKI. SoMEItSKI.
Fastnor Castle, Feb. Oth.

white j
Lamoink, March 0, 1MKJ.
ham!, ami for several !
minutes the expression of their admiration 1 Editor Ellsicorth American :
lu notlciug tin article published in the
seemed as though it would never subside.
Eastern Argus from one of its corresponA thrill of pleasure comes to our hearts
cheer

on

their

handkerchief

lips, and waving

in

is thus recognized who ha*
long aud patiently for others’
weal, for it is good indeed to pour out the
fragrance of our welcome, affection and

when

one

'oiled

so

praise, and place our tribute iu the warm
clasp of living hands rather than lay it on
the

cold marble of

a

tomb.

After such a greeting as has been described, it was not an easy task to organize a demonstration worthy to be compared
with that of Exeter Hall; but the United
Kingdom Alliance, the strongest temperGreat Britain, proved equal
to the undertaking.
Five thousand persons assembled on consecutive evenings in
ance

society

in

the great Free Trade Hall In Manches
ter, the second city in England, and the
headquarters of the Alliance. Canon Wilberforce and Sir Wilfred Lawson were
the chairmen.
Testimonials were present

dents in regard to the soldiers of the Revolution who fought in the battle at Bunker
Hill, the writer seems to have the idea
there

to the list.

more

where Mbs Willard was welcomed by the
Women’s Liberal Federation, In Birmingham

and Leeds, Nottingham and Sunder

land, and in St. James’s Hall, London, by
1 ivitation of the iudefatigable Hev. Hugh
Price Hughes on Temperance Sunday.
The Methodist churches of London, not
to be outdone, have already given a social

reception

to

the most

Silas Coolldge was a native of Boston,
believe.
For seven long years he was
a faithful soldier of the Revolution.
After
the war closed—bow long I don't precisely
we

kuow

emigrated

Maine and settled
Laraoine, formerly a part of
He was fortunate in selecting a
good helpmate and they became a part of
the tirst little colony, aside from that of
the French who had retired long before.
—he

to

down in
Trenton.

The writer of this was personally acquainted with him for many years before he
died. Although old and feeble his intellect

pay,

that

we

ever

heard of.

In order to

get that he often, in company with Capt.
Ephraim Thomas, another soldier of the
Revolution, had to row forty miles to Castine. Eighty miles’ hard labor was rough
the poor, feeble, old man who had
ruined his health in trying to make the
thirteen colonies an independent nation.

on

We

informed where his remains
are buried, but we assure the Argus correspondent that no cabbage will ever grow
are

not

where they sleep.
Ai.anson Goooins.

prjmiueot figure

ng the Methodist women of America,
and on the 27th of February they are to
accord her a formal public greeting in
am>

Johu Wesley’s famous City Hoad Chapel.
Scotland has added her quota to the universal enthusiasm, and indeed in the judgment of some of oar temperance workers
has exceeded perhaps in

demonstrating a
expressive sympathy in harmony
with their well-known national hospitality.
St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow, which accommodates 6,000 persons, was packed on
more

ministration can carry out the platform
adopted by the last national convention of
the Democratic party without causing a
serious shock to the commercial and industrial interests of the country. Hut it is al-

ready apparent that the pledges of the
Democratic platform will not be carried
out. certainly not the one relating to the
tariff'. There will be no tariff smashing;
only a slight, shake up.
Mr. Cleveland’s inauguration was quite
a freezing affair.
Icicles were more plentiful than enthusiasm. Seats on the street
which Were intended to be tilled
with people—at from $1, to $5 ahead—
were covered by two or three Inches of
stands

I

and swept by cold northwest winds,
which gave the participants in the parade
a
stiff anti half-frozen appearance.
The
only real enthusiasm your correspondent
snow

displayed during the day was aroused in
the southern contingent, which it is needless to say was numerous, by the appearsaw

Harrison took Mr. Cleveland from
the White House to the Capitol aud back
again in bis carriage, but he declined accompanying Mr. Cleveland upou the rehen.

viewing stand, because, for one reason, he
had a previous engagement to attend a
farewell dinner given to himself and the
of his cabinet and their families
by x Postmaster Heneral Wanamaker.
at the close of which he took a eoecial
membtrs

tram f•

Indianapolis.

*r

Mr

also that

Boston Man Made Rich.

SALEM, Mass., March 4.—The will of the
late George Wheatland leaves the whole*
estimated at between
to his son,George
Wheatland of Boston.

of his

Harrison

It is perhaps true
being human, like
forgotten that Mr.

of us, had not
< lev-eland dr. lined to stand with him
upon
the reviewing stand on March 4 ISS'J
the

rest

1 here is

President’s
inaugural address that lias carried consternation into the ranks of the office seek
ers, who are more numerous in Washing
than

ton

1

t

sentence

The language is
they have taken it as in
be personal to them, as it doubt
Following is the sentence rew hich is as interesting to Demand

>

ss was.

ferred to.
office seekers in

ocratic
those

in the

before.

ever

emphatic,
tended

one

here to

your section

to

as

present their claim in perof tlit* no.-appropriation

"One mode

son

funds is avoided when appoint
office, instead of being the rewards .»f p irti-au a« tivity, are awarded to
those whose efficiency promises a fair return of work for tiu* compensation paid to

public

of

merits to

them.

To secure the fitness and competency of app »itite» s to office, and to relieve from political action the demoralizing madness for spoils, civil service reform has found a place iu our public pol
icy and laws.” One of the direct results

of th's

plain ta.k w as the determination of
the Tammaii) bosses. before they left
Wa-hirgton, that no Tammany man should
become an applicant for a federal office,
although they

-ta. I prepared to furnish
many offices as Mr Cleve
land may off. r th» m, but they must be offered without being asked for. say the
bosses.

fill

as

i have it

on

men t<»

sue

o|

bonds,

good authority that the iswhich Mr. Harrison stood

manfully against, will be an actt<»m
plished fa t just as soon as the new adout

so

ministration

rind

a
reasonable excuse,
difficult to manufact
ure, with the aid of those who for personal reasons w ant the bonds issued.
Senator Stanford is naturally very much
can

property,

*500,000 and *1,000,000,

A Candidate for

Congress.

LYNN, Mass., March 7.—Hon. Elihn B.
Hayes, mayor of this city, is a candidate
for the Republican nomination for congress in the seventh district,Ho fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of Senator Lodge

Granted to New England Inventors this
week. Reported by C. A. Snow & Co.,
solicitors of American and foreign patents,

Oppo.

over
having secured from Gen.
Harrison, before he left for Indianapolis,
his acceptance of the chair of constitu-

pleased

tional law in the I.eland Stanford Univer
if California, which was tendered
him as soon as the result of the election

sity,

The ex President will deliver
lecture at the university some time
in < fetober.
was

known.

his tiist

of the regular appropriation bills
close
shaves
and
are
somewhat

S.

Patent Office, Washington,

B. A. Ballou, Providence, li. I., scarfpin; G. T. A. M. B. Bradley, New Haven.
Conn., puzzle; W. Brown, Eaton, Me.,
horse-hoof guard; C. E. Carpenter, Bridgeport, Conn., rheostat-plate; II. P. Chapman, Ivoryton, Conn., flange for piano-actions ; T. B. Clatworthy, Waterbury, Conn.,
machine for the manufacture of hollow
bodies from metal disks; J. S. Copeland,

Hartford, Conn., gun-clip for bicycles; J.
Corey, Hope Valley, R. I., wagon jack ;
W. II. Dayton, Torrington, Couu
wire
swagging machine; T. R. Ferrall, Bridgeport, Conn., hoisting-block; C. M. Pitch
and A. B. Kmgsland, Burlington. Vt..
portable baking oven; W. 1). Hopkins,
Wilton, N. H., wood-sawing machine; II
K. Jones, New Britain, Conn., attaetimei
for machines for rolling screw-thread
W. G. Morrison, Wllllmautic, Conn., spiudle for spinning machines; W. A. Peullelo
Meriden, Conn., wick carrier for centra
draft tamps; W.C. Pierce, Providence, II
i., winding-machine; B K. Porter, MaiChester, N. H., umbrella runner; .1. T
A.

Richards, (iardlner. Me., axle-lubricatoi ;
Rollins, Hartford, Conn., electri.
lighting system ; H. Kuudlett, South Ne v
Market, N. II., and E. A Hoyt, Melrose
Mass., water-heater; E. E. Ryder. Prov
dence. R. I., hub protector; I. T. Smit
Mount Carmel, Conn., machine for swa ;glng needle-blanks; 8. Waterman and C. Ii.
Luther, Jr., Providence, It. I., veluclped
K. W.

Mo. I.amolne.

While the good ami the gr* tit are passii
away in high places all over our land, v\
in “our small corner” are being call,
hence to be here no more, one
by onSince last we wrote, one of our neighbor
Vlrs. Emily Frances, wife of Mr tteubtn
Hamilton, was stricken with that dretol
disease, pneumouia, ami in a short tin
passed over the river to the beyond fro
which no traveler ever returns.
.Mr*. I
was a
quiet, industrious, hard-workin.
woman, and must be sadly missed b\ h*
little family. Her funeral was held in oi.
district school-house, conducted by lbE A. Masou of your city, and she was la
••

to rest

the

lu

ElUworth

little daughter Maud,
fore some years.
tier

c**m**r»-rv >><-v
w

ho had gou.-

< >n
Saturday previous to Mrs. Hamilton
death, (irafton, son of I)ea. Josiah (’•■<
idge, was called to pass over to the oth<
shore.
Friday, just one week and one da v
before, Grafton sat by our fireside as we
as ever, chatting
merrily in the evening
as he hail all the past season been ca!
mg in every week or two, we had Irani,
to love the boy, ami as he was
leaving tl
house he lingered to express his opinion
regard to the meetings. (), h*<w little 1

ami

we

thiuk

we

should

never

see

him agan

News has been received that ( apt. KU
II Bragdon, before reported severely
juied at Seattle, and for the past srv«
weeks in St. Joseph Hospital, seven! v tl\
miles from his home, has so far recover.,
that he returned home Feb it).
H, w
gaiuing fast, but Is to walk on crutch.
six months, he writes.
The cold rain and snow left the fields an I
nearly hare and every thing is a
glaie of ice.
Boys ami girls with skat.
and sleds are tempting
diphtheria, u
ami
kindred
ills
Feb. *J7.
\
w
grippe
now write the men and
boys are u*ur g a
diligence to clear the roads ..f >m»w ‘..-for
Mr. Reynolds, our tireless mail carriei
comes, as he is sure to, rain or shine,
.i
or hot, but it
seems a
bard ta^k as th
roads

>

Lifts

are

deep

and

fill

nearly

a*

fast

h

cleared.
We are hedged completely in
the drifts of the two or three last storm
which so quickly followed each other
Were it not for Messrs. Boynton. Smit
and King one might go very hungry wit
plenty of money in his pockets. They ca
weekly to take and fill orders. It is nc x
to impossible some
days to get to a stor*
This winter reminds one of thewint. is
back in the thirties.
Mr. Melatiah Salsburv has received th.
sad Intelligence that his brother Warm
who went to (’alifornia from here a f. v
We have not Iran :
years ago, is dead.
the particulars.
Our

cisterns

are

frozen,

our

wells

ui

ami Jack Frost has taken p.»session of most ..f the pumps. What t
do for water Is now the question.

getting dry

Thursday evening

Lev
Mr Bofew Sundays Im
ami at Trenton,and lay missionary Rut ina meeting in our school-house and if roa«
and weather permit will hold another
Thursday evening of this week. All wl
sing, young and old. are requested to in..
at early lamp light for
praise service b
fore the meeting.
On

worth who is spending

a

Our district school closes
this week, we lcaru.

Some

had

U.

1). C.:

and that will uot be

Shall I

add

word

a

in

on

Friday

<

regard t.» tl

“Diphtheria Cure” in your last

issue?

1

when so many died of that mal
dy, the late Dea. Kben W Bragdon pr
ured the same recipe only (“avenue pepp
Congress, ami now there is no good reason in
place of black pepper, and instead.
why an extra session of Congress should ! the liuiment he used the “golden oin
lie called, but great pressure is neverthe- raent, then go-calleri, now cal’etl Brown
less being brought to bear in favor of one. | salve, and sold by J. Brown <»f your cit
I Instead of the swat) it was used a- a ga
Senator Sherman is admitted by all to
gle (swab to be used only fi»r extren
be high authority on financial matters; I cases, as children who could not
garg!»
h**m »•
t hi*
m n
rf m «u-»*
.if
hi*
rhi>.>ri
J This proved effectual in every case.
Mar. 2
D’nkti.
word* on the present situation
“There
is nothing to indicate a panic so far as 1
all of them got through before time was called on the Fifty-second

mingled,

but

or

4

r

»

m.

can see.

The country is prosperous, and

gold outflow to Europe is not necessarily fraught with any danger in itself.”
It is the opinion of many that the unusual
demand for gold which has been kept up
tin*

months

will

soon

cease,

now

Congress is no longer in session. In
the opinion of these gentlemen the demand
f<»r gold was manufactured for no other
or better purpose
than to frighten Con
gress iuto financial legislatin'
that

always bright and clear in anything
**d by the Alliance and other temperance
the war.
His description of
societies, and the entire audience rose to pertaining to
receive Miss Willard, a greeting which the battle of Hunkei Hill, the position of
the two armies, the place where Gen. Warwas perhaps excelled only by the enthu- i
dasni which brought them to their feet j ren fell, a description of General Washingas he took command, was always full
tgain aud caused a hearty British cheer to ton
j
-cho through the historic hall that had and clear. He was orderly sergeant of the
witnessed the triumphs of Cobden, Bright company to which he belonged.
His recital was more interesting than
tnd Gladstone, as she closed her speech.
anything historical that we read in regard
•‘A wonderful address,” said a veteran
leader who had gauged every speaker on to the event. After a long while the govthe temperance platform for the last forty ernment gave him the magnificent sum of
eight dollars a mouth without any back
years; **1 have never heard it excelled and
perhaps
equalled.”
Similar demonstrations have been held
in Charrington's great hall in the heart of
the east end of London, In Liverpool

calmly await the result, hoping
for the best, nftt prepared to admit that it
was wrong if the
new Congress and ad-

was
but tine who was buried iu
Maine and that one on the island of Cape !
Elizabeth. We shall endeavor to add one for several

was

not

afford to

haps Impartial jury, beyond the circle of ance of (Jen. Fltz Lee, of Virginia, who
reform, comes the verdict, prophetic of commanded one of the divisions. That
that which history shall one day record,
enthusiasm was particularly boisterous
“she made the world wider for woman and
when Mr. Cleveland nearly bent himself
happier for humanity.” We kuow that double to return the haughty bow which
America owes her greatness to the ster- was given him by the proud Lee as he
ling worth of those intrepid i’uritan pio- rode past the Presidential reviewing stand.

some-

thing which. s«» far a" I know, has never
before occurn d in the greatest metropolis
of the world.
aud

a

accordance with the verdict rendered at
polls last November, and it can now

the

no

fair opponent, she is a kind
ly comrade;” as Lincoln said, she lias
“firmness in the right as God gives her to
see the right, and moves
along her chosen

wa-* a
marvel. Even in the city of
London St is not difficult to rally the adlerents of a single reform, but to convene
fifty distinct lines of religious, phllan-

reformatory

in

amid

even

dict, “she is

bly

and

however

the clashing opinions of
this transition age. when the old is unwilling to die and the new seems hardly ready
to be born, there would still come the verpeers,

torium has been

thr ipic

The Republican party has turned the
In all Its departments, except
the judicial, over to the Democratic party,

bor movement lifts up Its voice, whenever
woman, with the sunlight of the glad new
day upon her face, stretches forth her
hand to God, there her name is loved, cherished and revered. Tried by a jury of her

Hall.

than

It Is

List of Patents

government

the work and

resisted

regular Correspondent. 1

Washington, I). C., Mar. 6, 1893.

for wherever the temperance cause has a
champion, wherever the cause of social
purity has an exponent, whenever the la-

There is perhaps no better gauge of the
•'tate -if public sentiment towards a cause
Exeter Hall audience.

long

so

women.

our

ii.

Washington Letter.

matter of wonder that the work and worth
of Frances E. Willard should have been
thus recognized In the mother country;

regnant party

ueeting in Exeter

have for

who

influence of

even though it be in the interest
reform that lias now forged its way
to the front in the politics of England's
an

f From

A more notable instance of the result of
Miss Willard's life missiou could not be
instanced than such a recognition from
this most conservative body of Christians

universal in’erest or received a greater
ovation than lias Miss Frances K. Willard during her three months' stay in England.
In this age of great convenings, it
Is not often that a single meeting marks

Number

1srvTDzEzix'ixrxzs. 1

tives of every denomination In Scotland,
together with the testimonials of each of
the national temperance societies.

none

of

1893.

the evening of January 2»th, and the great
Synod Hall in Edinburgh witnessed the remarkable exhibition of the presentation of
a testimonial
by I)r. Illaikie of the University, signed by the official representa-

Willard.

each

urectre

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:
In compliance with the constitutional

appropriations.
The first appropriation

on

and except for this item of revenue. th»i
would have lven an excess of exiienditurt"*
over receipts for the year 1891 of $322.
764.67. The year 1892 shows an excess of
receipts over expenditures of $107,166n*
and is the first time during the pa>t six
years that our ordinary income hits Ut*n

Shares in

proval.

ri

government,

Liquor. Crime.

Fully
Impressed With the (iravity

of the duties that confront me and mindful of
my weakness, 1 should l*e a] palled if It were
my lot to U*ar unaided the responsibilities
w hi. h aw nit me.
I am. however, saved from discouragement
when I rememU r that 1 shall have the *upport and the counsel ami co-operation of wise
and patriotic men, who will stand at my side
in cabinet place* or will represent the people
111 their legislative halls.
1 find also much comfort in remembering
that my countrymen Hre just ami generous
and in the assurance that they will not condemn tho-e who by -in. re devotion to their
service deserve their forl/eurance and ai*-

nr\\j

In the meantime, so far as the executive
branch of the government can intervene, none
of the powers with which it is invested will be
withheld when their exercise is deen 1
necessary to maintain our national credit
avert finale iul disaster.
Closely related to the exaggerated confidence in our country's greatness, which tends
to a disregard <>f the rules of national safety,
anot her'danger (-on fronts us not less serious.
I refer to tin- prevalence of a popular disposition to expect from the operation of the
government especial and direct individual ad-

t

we exa«

Only Justification
for taxing the j* "pie, we announce a truth so
plain that its denial would seem to indicate
the extent to whic h Judgment may lie influenced by familiarity with perversions of the

activiti^of

the

encourage appn»priations which

lie form.

Tlie

this occasion, while In-

.« k• -1>u.

rviiicuitti

r'liim

A

upon Nlortgnges
!>!•I •intr. Ntork*. Honda. Ac.
uiiiinrrclal paper Hud colupon

B

Dana Sarsaparilla Co.t Belfast, Me

Fred L. Mason,
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Manifestly Nothing is More Vital
to our supremacy as a nation, and to the beneficent purposes of our government, than a
sound and stable «-um n» y.
its exposure t<i degradation should at once
•Toils*- to activity the most enlightened statesmanship; aud the danger of depreciation in
the pun hasing power of the wages |iaid to
toil, should furnish the strongest incentive to
prompt and conservative precaution.
In dealing with our present embarrassing
situation, a- r* luted to this subject, we shall
Vie wise if we temper our confidence and faith
in our national strength and resources with
the frank t«»nfe*sion that even these will not
jierrnit us t-I it fy. with impunity, the inexorable laws of finance and tiade.
At the same time, in our efforts to adjust
differences of opinion, we should be free from
intolerance or pas*.ion and our judgments
should lie unmoved by alluring phrasea and
UIlvexed by selfish interests.
I am confident that such an approach to the
subject will result in prudent and effective

■
I»

<«aln

me.

s

■

.fV1
twwi

Private

Denounced.

of their government.
While every American citizen must contemplate with the utmost pride and enthusiasm
the growth and expansion of our country, the
suffi* iency of our institutions to stand against
the rudest shocks of violence, the wonderful
thrift and enterprise of our people, and the
demonstrat'd ujieriority of our free government. it !•*•ho.»v es us to constantly watch for
every symptom of insidious infirmity that
threatens our national vigor.
The strong man who. in the confidence of
sturdy health, courts the sternest
life, and rejoi.
in the hardihood of constant
lal*>r. may still have lurking near his vitals
the unheeded disease that dooms him to sudden collapse.
It c&nnot be doubted that our stupendous
achievements a* a js-ople and our country's
robust strength have given rise to a heedlessnes*. of those law*, governing our national
health, which we can no more evade than human life can escape the lawt»of (rod and nature.

,

«-4„4l,«

...

vast

t

s

No

I.hh« «>f Finance.

My Kf.iiow < iii/FNs In obedience to the
mandate of my countrymen. I am atiout to
de«li. ate myself to their service under the
sanction of h solemn oath.
Ihs ply iinaed by the expression of confidence and personal attachment which ha*
railed me to tin- servl* e. I atn sure my gratitude can make no Utter return than the
pledge 1 now givelieforc find and these witnesses. of unreserved and complete devotion to
the interests and welfare of those who have
I deem

B

I )

lie

the

Igorously

\

Stated.

dicating the opinions I hold concerning public
questions of present importance, to also
briefly refer to the existence of certain conditions ond tendencies among our people, which
seem to menace the integrity and usefulness

■
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AVasiun«;tm\. March.V
land's inaugural address
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pain

Civil

for

1889, $306,105; for the year 1890, $’lU7,
the
712.24;
report shows that for
the year 1891 our receipts exceeded our expenditures $34,937.43. While during the
year 1891 there is an apparent excess of re
ceipts over expenditures, yet then* is in
eluded in such receipts $357,792.10 re
funded to the state from the I'nited State*-

it will

the nation’s wards

from unwilling minds arquiea- i
fence in tIt** the* rv of an honest distribution
j
of tin* find .if
governmental
lame licence !
treasured up f .r al we but ino-t up**n a j«rin- I
cipb* w .ha h under! es our fn** institution*.
When w
tear aside the delusions and miscom ■« ;*■ i■ »i»— which have blinded onr countrymen to th*ir condition under vicious tariff
laws, we hut show them how far they ha\*>
been led away from the paths of contentment
and prosja-nty
WIii-ii we pres laim that the necessity for
revenue to sup, ort the government furuiahet*

Coat.
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While there should he no ^nrrender of principle, onr t.t-k must l*> undertaken wisely an l
without vindictiveness.
Our mission is tint punishment, but the notification "f w rongs.
If. in lifting burdens from the* daily life of
our people, w»-reduce inordinate* and unequal
ad vantage* t.*-* long enjoyed, this is but a neee-sary incident of our return to right and JusIf

■

Painlesa Extrac-

meantime,

ation.
The agents they have chosen to carry out
their purponc* are Umnd by their promises,
not lees than by the coinmami of their masters, to dc-\ute themselves unremittingly to
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State Street.

TAXATION'

time, exceed *300,(DO, except to suppress
insurrection, to repel invasion or for the
purposes of war.”
This loan of $300,000 lias existed since
1890, and it is certainly desirable that a
payment shall lie made on the same, and
the funds appropriated for such purpose
should not be diverted to meet other
liabilities, created by special appropriations hereafter made.
And, in this connection, you will also
permit me to refer to the report of the
state treasurer for the year 1*92. It will
lie observed upon examination (page 491
that in the year 1887 our expenditures ex
ceeded our receipts $6563.42; for the year
1888 the excess of expenditures over our

scrutinize all appropriations, and confu.»
them to the narrowest limits consistent
with the welfare of the people, the stuff
ami its institutions, and endeavor to re
duce the rate of state taxation. While w.
aro striving to secure new and additional

They have thus determined in favor of a
just and equitable system of federal tax-

Delivered.
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(hat have the power to destroy; nor should the
psopia t© be served lose the benefit ot chrapwhich usually results from wholesome I
I
©ompetit ion.
These aggregations anil combinations frw- |
quvntlj const it ute c on.*, piracies against the in- ;
terestsof the jM uple and in ail their phases
they an* unnatural and opi»osed to our American sense of fairness.
t
To the extent that they can 1** reached and
restrained by federal pmer, the general gov- J
eminent should relieve our citizens from their 1
interference ai l exactions.
Loyalty to the principle's upon which our
government re-»ts iKe-otively demands that the
•quality h-iforc the* law, which it guarantee* ;
lo every citizei should la* justly and in good
faith concisltsl in all parts of the land.
The enjoy nn ut of this right follows the
badge of citizenship wdiorever found, an 1. unlm |tat red by rae or color, it apin-als for n*cog- j
Dition to \inc-n, an manliness and fairness.
Our relationship with the Indians located |
within our In micro, impose upon us responsibilities we cannot esc hi**.
Humanity and consistency require us to
treat them with forbearance, and in our dealings with then, to hpnestly and considerately
regard their rights and interests.
Kvery effort should 1m* made to lead them
through the- paths of civilization and education to self-supporting and independent citi-

more
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their advancement.
The people of t he 1 nitcsl States have decreed
that on this day the control of their government
in t!
legislative and executive
branches shall be given to a political party,
pledged in the moot positive terms to the Accomplishment of
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they should 1m» promptly defended against the
cupidity of de- gnmg m« n, ami shielded from
e\ery influence or temptation that retards

do.
weigh.
And that shall define our reward.
At the crowning judgment day.
S. Y. SriUMJER.
And It’s not the

But

j

t>jM*n tc»e\cry independent activity.
legitimate "irife in business should not lie
luperseded 1>> an enforced concession to the

In

and content.

A truth for you and me.
It is not w hat we do. but are.
Whatever our lot may In*.
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Then learn tbe lesson

smooth and healthy skin formed in place
of the disease and corr ;ption. «*f course i; took
time, but improvement was steady until at the
nt.i- lv disapend of the y ar the disease 1 ad
h stood a »tr«ng nnd healpear 1. ami d
th* bo*.
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The mills of

Done.
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not the widow’s mite

That shall reach to heaven's estate.
span's the longest life
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secure
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The briefest

Behold,
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love

made her gift so great.
It is not the longest life, dear.
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inspired.
If you from worldly policy
Your generous deed’s perform.
They will be as wood and hay and
In the coming judgment morn.
If not

A misery to himself and almost breaking our
h* rts with alignh over his dreadful condition.
a hum
.1 ss i«h hr w*» «|« nil and out
M.
of h.s ini-.ry.
: :.>n w us e‘*]*e 'i.,::y >.-ve:
a«'k of his
1 :
ears ami o'* r h.s head and the lower part of
his face. We had to cut off all his hair we
could, as ;t was impose.Me t• comb through the
mass of hard eni'-t ami matter.
Phys;. Ians did
;uli>t.s at the Eye
him no pood, and three sj
and Ear Hospital sai

Kt
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Sirsaparillasaved
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as

Pitiable
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change

a

••We are as sup
n dost }<h s

com

the fitness and competency of appointees to office, and to remove from politica’
action the demoralizing madness for spoils,
civil service reform has found a place in our
public policy and law*.
The benefits already gained through this
instrumentality and the further usefulness it
promises, entitle it to the hearty support and
encouragement of all who desire to see our
public ser\ ice well informed, or who hope for
the elevation of politkal sentiment and the
purification of political methods.
The existence of immense aggregations of
kindred enterprises and combinations of business interests formed for the purpose of limit1-K pnalnrtion and fixing prices, is iticonsi-u nt with the fair field whic h ought to la*
To

j

A wrong eannot be wholly wrong,
l*nless by bate desired.
And kindly deed's not truly kind.

tli it the sun shines.
1
'*
rs ago on
i ship our three boys
.n .ti.
ill had a very sore arm,
s'
if that w • «•' re afraid It would
I
\t '-ngth it seemed toget
"
a'
: :»•> in
?h* after, he began to
-s an 1
p'
pain in the vaccinated
arm.
Ii1.
KUially shown some signs of
s*u fuui. hut m*\ ug serious.
IIis arm, bowel. r.
g w w orse ami worse ami became swollen
an ! uo\. red with sores.
The inflammation anil
S'-:
a'.-o spread nil orrr hi«
and he
w.i' a mass of corruption.
<

promises a fair return of work for the
pensation paid to them.

j

No box of costly ointment
Your hand may ever break.
But God will regard your wish.
And the will for the deed will take.
It’s the spirit and not the form, dear,
That is the heart’s true creed.
It's the meaning and not the act.
That shall answer for your deed.

of address, always give
te-- as web as the one to which you
papt r ittci w ar-issent
*.e
i-.-s
.'in
made by post office
r registered etu

In
th.
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But If only your motive is pure,
'Tw ill be written In letters of gold.

d term-.

1111*
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esteem

You may stand in high degree;
Or your life may be counted a failure.
Your story may never be told.

tl.Vi
of time an

#j.m> per year.
deviations from the above

no

*<

record of your life, dear.
May fair and perfect be.
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strictly in advance,
Tor whatever length
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it tin rate of
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That shall define your reward
At the final judgment day ;

Hope
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It Is not the thing you do. dear.
Or what you think or say,

But Hood's Sarsaparilla Effected*
Perfect Cure.
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t Harbor.

The dramatic club played three nigh's
and took one hundred live dollars.
Miss Myra Deasy ami Miss Fannie Sa
are at home from school at Ca»iim

gent

David Smith of Steuben is clerk in
B. Cole’s store.
Miss Annie Handy has recently been
at Gouldsboro.

:.

v■

iting

Ira Workman an<1 wife visited
and CherryfleUl last week.

''

ub.

n

Mrs. Delia Noonan am! daughter. Mi s
Sadie Cole, have arrived home from Lewiston.

ant.

Lovers of music in Dedham and vicinan evening of rare
enjoyment at
the Dedham Congregational church, Thursday evening, March 2ud, listening to the
coucert bv the following talent of Bangor:
The celebrated Apollo male quartette; Mrs.
the favorite coutralto; E. C.
Nelson,
Adams and Mr Tuck, talented cornetUts;
Master Harold Sawyer, the boy violiulst,
accompanied by Mrs. F. L. Tuck, the organ
1st. VVe expected great pleasure from the
entertainment as we do not often have the
privilege of hearing any but home talent,
and we were not disappointed. The ladies’
circle furnished supper at G. A. K. Hall.
The proceeds of the concert will aid in
paying for the new furnace which has
been purchased for the church this winter.
Miss Georgia Maddox is visiting in Bluehill.
Miss Gertrude E(dredge has gone to
Ellsworth to work in the shoe factory.
Thomas Kenney has been quite sick this
we* k
Dr. Kellier was called. He is so
far recovered as to be out again.
March 4.

ity spent

Marlboro.

The entertalnmeot at the school-house
the 25th was qui e well attended considering the had travelling. The receipts of the
evening amounted to about ten dollars.
R-freshmeuts, consisting of ice-cream and
cake, were served at the close.
Miss Flora King ot Lamoine, is visiting
relatives here.
<
Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Martin have gone to
Gouldsboro on a visit.
Mr Hervey Kingman has moved out of
the place.
W. H. Rice Is holding a series of meetings in this place.

Quite a number of young men of this
place who are working at Bar Harbor tbU
came
home and stopped over
winter,
Sunday.
Mr. Eben Hodgkins closed his term of
High school at Salisbury's Cove last
Friday.
Mr. Napoleon E. Hodgkins came home
last Saturday, after teaching a term of
school at Oik Point.
Feb. 38.

I’rMprt

Mar.

Win. Moore, wife ami
van are

visiting

son

of West Sul

here.

Capt. Daniel Deasy

and wife and Ca{
O. Moore and wife went toMilbridgc
dramatic entertainment, last Frid

S.
a

>

night.
Town meeting to-day.
Fred Shaw of Gouldsboro Foint is visitat Dr. Larrabee’s.

ing

Miss Rebecca Cole

Gouldsboro.

is

visiting

at

West

Mar. 6.
Hoaad.

We need a .mart dressmaker here,
who would both go out by the day
take In work.

mm
ai

d

Miss Eva Higgins and her brother Maynard are very sick
Inside
built in

of
our

two

years there have heo-i

neighborhood eleven

new

buildings.
The Ladles' Sewing Society elected th»
following officers at the last meetiug:
President, Mrs. Florence Blake; Vim
President, Mrs. Susie Nickerson; See.,
Mrs. Cora Brown; Tress., Mrs. Charlotle
Richardson.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stanley are
Ben]. Richardson's for the winter.

at

Capt.

—Scribner*> Magazine for March contains
several reiqgrkable articles In tbe line of “pi r*
sonal reminiscences and memoirs" which were
announced to be one of the features of the
year. Through the courtesy of a
grand*
daughter of the great naturalist, J. J. Audubon. tbe publishers are able to present in t! is
number “Audubon’s Story of his Youth,’’ a
charming bit of autobiography written by I a
naturalist for his children, and accidents; y
found In an old calfskin bound volume whi e
it bad been hidden for many years. Ti :s
narrative baa never been even privat> 'v
printed, and Is the fascinating story of I ,o
romantic youth and tbe love-story of tbe grt ..t
man
whose personality was always most

picturesque.

®bf ctllslnortl) American.

-Ex-President Harrison returned to In-

dianapolis last week.

raCSSDAT. MARCH 16. 1893.
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not
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him in Indianapolis. The
principal demonstration there took the
form of a reception in the State House.

next is to be the decisive day
who shall be at the head of the Ellsworth city government during the coming
It is a question of no sligh* imyear.

coining municipal year.
The present status of affairs in the
municipal situation in our good city, may
hr set forth as follows: On Monday,

The

au

municipal

election.

T. F. Mahoney, Rep. As will be seen
the Republicans cairied every ward in the
c
y except ward 4. and relative to that
ward a word of explanation is in order.
Tiic Republicans of that ward failed to

*.
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»sed and before

The bill

was

—

most serious since Thanksgiving Day.
is ■*:.», w hen tho loss was about tive millions,
and when two tlremen were killed ami a
dozen injured
Before the tire to-day was
got under control it hail burned over more
than a square, had reduced to ashes several
of the magnificent m w buildings recently

the territory hurtled over
three ami a naif years ago. had consumed
proja-rtv valued by a conservative estimate
at £1 **00,«WK). had been attended by scenes
of panic ami distress m \« r before equalled
hd«* in tin-memory if m-.»i»Ie now living.
and nad l.Mr«»\e*l s« veral. perhaps many,
human lives, and mangled nr maimed at
lea-? thirty persons, some of whom will

completed

then tabled.
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Mr Moore i- approximate
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to-day,
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ted

xt.

election Mayoi
N >rrhi. ke 1 only
five votes of a re;. in.
If every Republican had been ai
t ie p
who might have been there with"it
mu- h
inconvenience, the contest
be eh-<

w

At the last
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nil

v

been decided by a very
maj >rity in favor of Norris.
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“good and faithful
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R publicans, we cannot afford to
1*
liim be defeated next Monday. The
Be-t interests of the city imperatively demand hi- re-t lecti *u which is easy if we

n

xt
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full

rt

Patriotism demands
and all, be at the polls

duty.

shall

we

one

M jnday and cast our votes for
IB N rr.- for in ivor. So shall we
\

w-

b

our

manifoi

grand old party of human progress
1 the rights of man 1
a
Vote early if you
cm. vote later, if you must, but vote!

au

example

of

crookedness in city elecbut a few times in a
Proof of a palpable glar-

as one sees

The fraud

l to.

simple way.

was

When the

engineered

polls

were

in

a

closed

in ward 1 on the evening of election a
Democrat who knew the count told the
Press representative that at>out 1160 votes
had been thrown. When the vote was de-

indefinitely postponed.

inspection showed that the returned ballots
had been tampered with. A bundle of 100
had been stolen from the package after it
had been deposited in the city clerk's office.
The Argus of Saturday in its editorial col-

Saturday.

says:

attempt made to falsi-

A careful examination of the
1,247.
certified voting lists used in ward 1 on
election day, March 6th, made yesterday
by a committee consisting of Democrats
and Republicans discloses the fact that
only 1,163 names of voters upon these lists
as having
were checked
voted for the
mayoralty candidates on that day. This
finding makes it evident that the total vote
for mayoralty candidates as returned by
the warden was 84 votes in excess of what
it should have been returned, if returned

j

il

When the facts of this fraud became
kuown to Mayor Ingraham he refused to
accept the office of mayor under the recent
election. He says he is not willing to hold
office “unless the title is undoubted.”
That is right. The act doe9 him credit.
On
The guilty warden is still at large.
him should be inflicted all the pains and

penalties of the law.
should be made to

A

wear

man

thns guilty

forever the curse

of Cain.
—The Maine city elections of Monday
resulted as follows In Bangor Mayor F.
O. Beal, Republican, was re-elected by 237
majority; Brewer re-elected Mayor H. F.
Teft, Republican, by 97 majority; Belfast
elected a citizens’ticket; Biddeford went
Democratic. In Augusta, 2,106 votes were
Of these,Henry F. Blanchard (Rep.)
cast.
had 914, Moses B. Leighton (Dem.) had
1,168, and four were scattering.
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Surprise parties have been in high favor
of late at Norwood's Cove; the last one
occurred on Friday evening at the house
of C. E. Cook, who, w'hen surprised by the
invading party of thirty, dryly remarked
that he was glad to see them, but couldn’t
ask them to sit down as he and bis family
had been invited out to spend the evening.
The crowd took charge, nevertheless, and
proceeded to enjoy themselves. The much
abused donkey was retailed in the usual
abused style causing much amusement. I
think if our photographer had suddenly
taken a snap-shot with his camera at some
of the tableaux presented during the evening, he might have made some odd additions to his picture gallery scenes. The
hostess aided by willing waiters served
cake and coffee, which were duly relished,
and proved a pleasant ending to the evening’s entertainment.
March 11.

Spray.

State News
—George Woodman, a merchant engaged
a brokerage and land business, 52 Broadway, New York city, died Thursday morning at his home from complications arising
from an attack of the grip.
Mr. Woodman was born at Buxton. Me.,
in December, 1819. He was educated at the Gorham
Academy, Gorham, Me., and was in busiin

Portland until he went to New
York city in 1834 to study law.
—William L. Rogers’ barn, farming
tods and hay at Greenville burned Thursday morning. The Are was incendiary.
Loss $1,500.
—Dr. Addison Brown, aged 64, died
Thursday at Biddeford after several
months’ illness. He had been a physician
and druggist there many years. He leaves
one

danghter.
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Our annual town tiueting w »> he.d M<>n
da\. Mart'll 6, ami was fully alter ded. 1 he
business of the town was protnp.ly dispatched with very little discu*Moii and by
article was di-p >- d
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little
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It
di-cover-d
b* f-.re much headway
was
mule an i
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the people ill
vicinity succeeded ill
Had the store-uhduing the fl .me*
« ftli e
room and
obtained fij!| blaze the
engine-bou-e anil shaft-house and perhaps
the mill would have been reduced to ashes
as the wind was blowing tn that direction.
rii.it some one was around was pi>ved by
foot (Hints and another token dropped in
the store room
It looks a- if an attempt
was made
to remove
froiu scrutiny the
Inapidation caused by the r<c«nt gutting

every
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of.

lerator—Walter ('reamer,
Varnum.
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The readers of this paper will he pleased to
learn that there i- at least one dreaded disease >
has been able to cure in all its i
-tage-, and that i- Catarrh.
Hall’- Catarrh j
« uie is the only positive cure known to the 1
liieiii. i! fraternity. Catarrh being aeonstitu- }
tlonal disease, requires a constitutional treat- ;
mi nt.
Hall’s ( atari h Cure is taken internally.
acting directly on the blood an I mucous surf «ces of the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, ami giving the patienl -trenglh hv building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The
proprietors have so much faith in Its curative
power*, that thev offer t ine Hundred Dollars
for my case that it fails to cure. Send for list
j
of testimonials.
Address,
K. I ellKSKY A I O., Toledo, ().
Mar.
I JTSold bv Druggists, T5»’.

j

iu

|

-■

distrn t- 11; number of terms taught to
dau- 17 by t.tie. n «l ff-rent teachers, tourlet ii fern
e* a: d
mnh; whole attendatice 2*.4
average attendance 225; lowest

wages p

I

w
k
h
’ll -t w sg.- $6 (Hi. average
ages
>4 '4
1
ihite districts the schools have
b- *-n sii-pi-ndeii on accou.it of epidemic
di-ea-es ami other schools have been seIn
riou-iv a fleeted by prevailing diseases.
ti\e districts pupils have made a steady
prugre-s and were fortunate in the selec•ion of teachers
Among the new articles
in the warrant for town meeting were the
foil -wing, with the verdict of the town
mw article No. 1. To see if the
their.>n
town will vote to repair or sell the Town
No. 2. To see if the
house; dismissed.
•<

.wti

will

vote

buy

to

a

hearse;

When

j

$1100 00
850 00
250 00

schools,
High school*,
Town poor,
Insane,
I fistrict

Mot NT

600 oO

15000
DK.SKKT.

nit- annual town

meeting

nem Marco

gave her Caatorbk.

Child, abe cried for C

became Mias,

she

clung

to

Gloria.

Castoria

1'Ul'S U HE All.
a person
giving the name of t».
It. Thompson registered at Hunt’s Hotel, and
season
to take the 1*J i*.
desired to Ik* called in
Bi iug unable to aw aken
M. train for Chicago.
him. the room w as entered by means of the
veutilator over the door, w hen the geutleiuau
was found to lie dead.
He was advertising
agent for .Sulphur Bitters, which has an extensive sale. The coroner returned a verdict
His bodv will be
of death from heart disease.
sent east Immediately.— Cm. Commercial.

Last evening

Improves the appetite

1000 00
800 uO
580 00
l>4» 00

EDEN.

the annual town meeting held March
C, the following officers were elected:
Moderator—Rev. A. F. Palmer.
Clerk—Samuel N Rich.
Selectmen, assessors, etc.,—Charle- F.
Paine, Alonzo Higgins, Frank E. Wait- !
At

Money Raised.
Schools,
Free High school,
Poor,
Insane poor,
School books,
Contingent expenses,
Road Machine,
lute rest,
Labor for the roads,

$900
100
550
150
50
550
300
300

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

900 00

GOULDSBORO.

At the annual town meeting held March
6, the following officers were elected:
Clerk—Arthur B. Kingsley.
Selectmen. Assessors, etc —Geo. F. Talt,
T. R Hammond and Raymond D Guptill
Supervisor of schools—Dr. C. C. Larrabee.
Road Commissioners—John H. Tracy,
John Hancock, Asa Stevens, Stilman
Coffin.

April 30.
Thursday, March 9,—The Senate in session : At President Cleveland’s request the

Hawaiian annexation treaty was returned
the State Department; the nominations
of Josiah Quincy to be Assistant Secretary
of State, Isaac P. Gray to be Minister to
Mexico, Patrick A. Collins to be ConsulGeneral in London and Robert A. Maxwell
to be Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General
were sent In.
to

digestion, and is

( ATHEKINK G.

March *th.
Him'ik'K,

>ur

To tin- lion, .ludre of Pr
••• -.1*.
■: II.in....k.

STATE OK MAINE.
.n
court of I’p '-at.-hcM at
the second Wednesday of Mar.,

J

THE

j

on

i».

!

j

For horse and owner nothing equals Rickmork’s Gall CURE. By its use Galls and
wounds are healed while the horse is at work
—

other shoes.

—To makr the hair grow a natural color,
prevent baldness, and keep the scalp healthy,
Hall’s Hair Renewer was Invented, and has
j proved itself successful.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
If applied for
1. M. tillANT.
3wll

Lucinda T. Ellis. Insane, of Tremunt. E. WebsFrench, Guardian.
Abram H. Carter, late of Brookltn, deceased.
Fred E. Carter, Administrator.
Ernest L. Hodgkins, minor, of Lamulne. Abdon
K. Coolldge, Guardian.
Clarinda Thomas, late of Eden, deceased. E.
M. llamur, Administrator.
Moses G
Buck, late of Bucksport, deceased.
Edw. Swazey et al. Trustees under tin- will.
Ordered—That the said accountant* give notice
to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
this order tola, published three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed In Ellsworth, in said county, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be holden at
Ellsworth, on the ind Wednesday of April next,
at teu of the clock In the forenoon and show cause.
If any they have, why the same should not be
allowed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge.
3wll
Attest:—CHAS P. Dork, Register.
A true copy, Attest —Chas. P. Dork, Register.

\\

Notice Is hereby given that Eunice M.
McKey, In her own right, and George McKey,
her husband. In right of the said Eunice McKey,
of Hancock, In the county of Haneock, and state
of Maine, by their mortgage deed, dated the 26tb
day of April, a. i>. 1878, and recorded in the registry of deeds, for the county of Hancock, and state
of Maine, in vol. 160, page 272, conveyed t Nathan
King of Lamoine, in said county of Hancock, a
lot of land situated In Hancock, in said county of
Hancock, and itounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning at John Miles’ southeast corner, at the shore of Skillings’ river; thence west
one hundred and ninety rod** to the Roach line;
thence south on said line thirty five rods to the
town line of Hancock and Lamoine; thence east
on said town line two hundred and thirteen rods
to northeast corner of J. L. Martin; thence north
fourteen and one-half rods to the Small creek;
thence wesi on the shore to place of beginning,
and that George E King, executor of the estate
of the said Nathan King, bv his deed of assignment dated the lsth day of February, a. n. 1893,
and reco ded iu same registry in vol. 267, page
438, assigned said mortgage and the debt thereby
secured to me, the undersigned, and that the condition of said mortgage is broken. Wherefore I
claim to foreclose the same and give this notice
for that purpose.
M * RY ANN NVEAVER.
Ellsworth, Mar. 6th, A. i>- 1893.3wli

PUBLIC

Chas. H.

Emery,
*

REAL ESTATE AGENT.
-t

Office, First National Bank Building,

»-

ELLSWORTH.
STREET,
49*Buys and sells Real Estate. All persons
Estate
will find it for
to
Real
wishing
buy or sell
tfl6
heir advantage to call at his office.

I WILL TELL EVERT MAN
YOUNG OR OLD, who is suffering from the effects of
youthful errors or excesses of later years how to get
cured and be a man at oxcb.
LOST MANHOOD, NERVOUS DEBILITY,
Frequent Emissions or Losses, Varicocele,
Exhausted Vitality,

£S,£yg,,£Sie,22!: SUSSSt
iSnsSi
Address RESTORVITA CO., Boston, Mass.
No
humbug.
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Can be Seen Anywhere Than at

KTWr
this

season

invite,he ladies

l»y callin';

took

to

at

,l„

Our Store.

I.

\

..'lie' out

at our 'tore.

M. GALLERT.
CARPETINGS!
♦

1833,-SPRXIVa-1QS3.

Bought Direct

At a Court of Probate holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the county of Hancock, on the second
Wednesday of March. A. D. lsu3.
M. WARREN huving presented for pro
bate a certain instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of Mary Dunbar, late
of Castinc, in said county, deceased.
Ordered, That the said George M. Warren give
notice to all persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellsworth, that they may appear at a probate court to
be held at Ellsworth, in said county,on the second
Wednesday of April next, at ten'of the clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said Instrument should not be proved, approved and allowed as the Iasi will and testament
of said decease*I.
O. P. Cunningham, Judge.
3wll
Attest —Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register.

|

j
j

appointed

hereby gives public notice
all concerned, that lie has lieen duly appointTHE
and has taken

to

ed,

upon himself, the trust of an
administrator of the estate of Samuel E. Stubbs,
late of Bucksport, In the county of Hancock,
deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are Indebted
to said deceased's estate, to make immediate payment, and those w'ho have any demands thereon
to exhibit the same for settlement.
CHAS. H. RICE.
3wll
March8, 1891.

aforesaid, Okukkki*, That no
ice be given by
a copy of said
petition
vith this order thereon, three weeks
successively
n the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed
n Ellsw rth, that all persons
Interested may at
end on the second Wednesday of
Apr. next at a
.'ourt of Probate to be hoiden in
and
hew cause, if any, why the praver of said
petiion should not be grouted, such notice to be
giv
:n before said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM,
Judge.
3wll
Attest:—Cham. P. Dorr, Register,
k true copy, Attest —Char. P. Dorr,
Register.

publishing

subscriber hereby gives public notice
all
THEconcerned
that he’has
duly appointed
to

Ellsworth,’

1

“Xoyki.tii s,"

“Standard Or \uty.”
Brussels.

Ingrains. Art Squares. Rugs. Straw
Mattings, Floor Oil-Cloths and Carpet Linings.
We cut, match and line them tor

prices

to be the low est.

subscribers hereby give public notice
that
they have been duly appointed Executors of
he estate of Austin Phelps, late of
Andover F«
ex countv. State of Massachusetts,
deceased «n,i
riven bond as the law directs; and have
d Hannibal E. Hamlin, of
Ellsworth.
State
of
Maine their agent or
munty.
P*?r*ons having
against the estate of said deceased are dem-nds
desired to
.resent the same for settlement
and all indebted
^ reque8te<l to make
payment Imme-

vou

and ouarantce

Also

10,000 Hulls Wall ! hi per.
Borders

to

matt it.

\1!

new

>to< k.

ErLcs

WHITING BROTHERS,
37 MAIN

ST.,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

GREAT

SACRIFICE !

LEWIWRIENdT DO'S

1

OLD STAND IS STILL CONTINUING AND WILL

CONTINUE UNTIL THE NEW

j

!

I
!

STAND

Reducing

the

IS

READY.

Surplus!

That is the Motto Now!

1
;

!

If there is any mother who needs to

buy

a

HOY’S

there is any

( 111 ED S SMT,

or

man

COAT, ULSTER

who needs

i
i

!

anythini** in
onee

and

our

line, it is wise

buy it,

as

it is

THE
tnd has taken

ano’oiH*

HaSSSk

hera»?K°f M.a!r,e# A«
*

kporneTln

[lately.

MARY a. PHELPS.
1

February »l«t,

A.D.

lit™*™ PUE^8-

if

OVEK-

an

HEAVY SUIT,

or

!
I

or

or

to call at

a rare

chance

for SUCH BARGAINS.

rHE

Bubacrilier hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed i

Swll

Styles,"

trom 5 cts. to 25 ct>.
per roll.

a. t». 1*93.
On the petition

and has taken upon himself the trust of an admin
Istratorof the estate of Donald Nicholson, late of
Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased,
by giving bond as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons w ho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment and
those who have any demands thereon to exhibit
the same for settlement.
WILLIAM BEAZLEY.
March 8, l«w.
3wll

Manufacturers.

us if you waa*

THE

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly
upon himself the trust of executor
of the last will and testament of William Wilson,
late of Bueks|M>rt, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, hy giving bond as the law directs;
he therefore
requests all persons who are
Indebted to the said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any immediate demands thereon to exhibit the same for
settlement.
RUFUS C. TURNER.
March 8th, 1893
3wll

upon himself the trust of e\editor
Df the last will and testament of Moses P. Peters,
late of Sedgwick, in the Cour.ty of Hancock,
Jeceased, bv giving bond as the law direcs; he
therefore requests all persons who are Indebted
to said deceased’s esta e, to make immediate pay
ment. and those who have any Immediate detnands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement.
SEWELL E. PETERS.

“Correct

With

To the Hon. Judge of Probate within and for the
county or Hancock.
undersigned George W Frary of Bernardston in tiie 'late of Massachusetts, the father
of, and duly appointed guardian of George
Frary and Gracie <
Frary, minor children of
Margaret
Fiary, late ..f saldGiventiehJ.de
ceased, respectfully represents that said minors
arc seized and possessed of 1 5 part, that is to sav.
110 part each in common and undivided' of the
following described real estate situated in Dedham, in said county of Hancock, viz.: Begin
nlng at a cedar tree at N E. corner of I.. Pond's
home lot; them e north *5° west 80 rods to
yellow
hindi tree on the line of the road leading to Puna’s
house; thence north ** west43 rods t< white birch
tree marked O on the Clany line; thence east *7
ro<ls to stones piled on south end of large granite
rock )y ing between two large ris ks ;t hence south 4*
west 50 rods to t*olut begun at
containing 23 acres,
more or less, same descritied in a deed Ambrose
H. Sweet to Campbell Sweet, recor led in II;
cock Registry of Deeds Book 268. page 315.
Also another lot, viz.. Beginning at a stake
and stones on the town li-.e between Eddington
and Dedham at the northeast corner of the Tib
belts’ lot; thence south >2V cast on said town
line about 10« rods to a beech tree, thence south
I" east 4o rods to a stake and stones, bv an old
amp; thence north 2V west IGti rods to'a maple
tree on the line of said Tibbetts’ lot; thence north
»• west 40 rods on said Tibbetts’ line to point lie
gun at containing 25 acres, more or less, same
premises descrilied in deed from James Clarry to
Campbell Sweet r corded in said Registry, book
110, page 108. That said guardian and both said
wards are living out of the Suite of .Maine, that a
•ertilied copy of the appointment of said guardian
»y the Probate court of Franklin c- untv. in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts having jurisdicion, herewith accompanies this petition. That
•ai l estate is unproductive of any benefit to said
minor* and that it w ill he for the interest -f sahl
minors that the same should he sold and the
pro•eeds secured on interest, -aid George W. Frarv
herelnre pray s your honor that John A Sweet
>f Ho deu, in the coun
y of Penobcot, mav be
tutnorized and empowered agreeablv to law to
•ell all of sa d minors’ interest in all of the alK»e
iescribed real estate, or such part of it as in vour
•piuion may be expedient.
Geo W. Fkaky, Guardian,
bernardston. Mans Feb 28, 189b
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, as:—At a Court of Probate hel
at
Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday of March

EARNEST C. EASTMAN.
3wll

subscriber

<

py
petition,
with this order thereon, three weeks Minr--iv.lv
1“ the Ellsworth American,a
newspaper printed Ir
Ellsworth,that all person* inte rested may attend on
the second Wednesday of
Apr. next, at a < ourt
Probate to be holdcn in KU-w.-rtb and *hew
cause, if any, w hy the
prayer of said petitnu
slioidd n >t be granted. Midi notice to l»c giver
before said court.
«». P. < t'NMNfiHAM, J lldg<*.
3wl 1
Attest —( HAs
I* DnRR, Register.
A true copy, Attest—CHAM. 1*. Dork,
Register

14th, 1892.

March 8,1888.

Buy th,©m of

hs —At a court ..f Probate held at
on the second WYdnesdav of Man n
l>
On the Petition aforesaid, oui>KKKi». That notice he given by publishing a c.
of said

ment.

concerned
THE
and has taken

of

..

v

subscriber hereby gives public notice to ail
concerned, that he has been duly ap|xunted
and lias taken upon himself the trust of executor of the last will and testament of Hannah G
Kastman, late of Orland, In the county ot Hancock, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make immediate payment and those who have any immediate
demands thereon to exhibit the same for settleDecember

,1,

Ellsworth,

been

MAIM

.%

No Handsomer and Larger

Hancock,

TdlE

Foreclosure Notice.

\\

f

in good a«M .rtn.eut- and
down a!! eon petition

■

GEO.

outwTeare all

BaDgor style. Top Buggv,

..n-l-t-

■

MTATE OF n A I \ E.
ss .—Court of Probate. Ellsworth, Mar.
a. i». l*«t.
\ceounts having been filed for settlement in estates of

cents.

Ellsworth, March 14, 1893.

■

..

Terra,

Pills.”
They work iu harmony !
with other medicines. Price 25

A new,
Boon.

!-

mr

t“

j
J

Sold by all Druggists.

—Tapley’s “Bread Winner”

W

INGRAIN. LOWELLS.

undcrdgmd. Umnc H. Bll.ler,
f.a
in .in--. In .-aid
>uui
».r Hum n. k, represents
y<»ur Honor ib.r • ourt that he is ti.. legal guar.
ti-i1. ..t I harles H Ray «>. .11. I \
; Bibber, minor
hildren ..f Hattie i’>
I il.l.er,
ate •.{ six |.;1.
molne, deceased, that -aid minor* are p«
d rea> -late in said Eamolne,
consisting of two
parcels, me iir-l parrel ontaining th rtcen a« res,
more
less, and the second parrel containing ten
•“•res and lifter n *<piure rods, more or less, and
ti:.- same onve\r
by Jacob >. McFarland and
Ann (t M.-Kantti.l ..n the 23.1
day of .lam.arv, !
1V", and rerorded In Haueork Ib gf-trv of Deed's,
Book 221, Page dT, to which reference i* made for
liir
Uiundarlc.:11.•
1 description
*pe.
I t at said
estate is unproductive of
any !•> netif to said min
..t
and that it will be for the interest of said min
ors that the same should be s..:.! and the
proceeds
'.•cured on interest for their benefit and use. He
therefore pravs vour honor th »t in- may be authorUe.l a d empowered agreeably to law t.. ,,-!l all
of the above described real estate. >.r such
part
of it as lu your opinion may be expedient.
GKi»K..I H
BlHIthK.
1
*93.
rebruary, s,
-STATE OF MAINE.

s*:—At

1*1*1.
On the Petition aforesaid. Ordered -That notice
U* given hy publishing a copy of aald petition,
With this order thereon, three wed-s successively
In the Ellswortn American, a newspaper printed I
In Ellsworth, that all persons Interested may at j
tend on the second Wednesday of
pril next, at a
Court of Probate to be holden In Ellsworth, and |
show cause, If any, why the prayer of said petl
tlon should not in* granted. Such notice to be
given before said court.
O. P. ( INNINGII AM, Jlld-'e.
|
3wll
AttestChas P. 1 kirk. Register.
A true copy. Attest —chas. P. Dork, Register.
;
A

Malaria and

Latest and Best Prescription.
to all so called “Liver

-lock

KoHEHTS.

I

Ellsworth,

an

Superior

Congressional.
Monday, March 6,—The Senate in session ; the Cabinet nominations were confirmed; Senator Sherman introduced a
joint resolution for a Constitutional
amendment changing inauguration day to

•

o

Rheumatism Cured in a Day.
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its action
upon the system is remarkable and mysterious.
It removes at once the cause and the disease
immediately disappears. The first dose greatly benefits, 75 cents. Sold by S. D. Wiggin,
lyr
druggist, Ellsworth.
Morrison’s Sure Cure Liver Pills

2000 00
15 00

8CRRY.

1

ter

Stomach ailments.

At the annual town meeting held March
C, the following officers were chosen for
the ensuing year :
Moderator—George H. Sperry.
Clerk—J. F. Staples.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers—
Edwin H. Torrev, J. M. McKenney and W.
R. Milliken.
Supervisor—Frank T. Jellison.
Treasurer—J. M. Ray.
Collector of taxes—1). G. Means.
Auditor—W. S. Greene.

and

uoequaled remedy for Dyspepsia,

1080 00
200 00
100 00
00 00

Collector and Treasurer—I). P. M&rcycs.
School supervisor—Wm. E. Peach.
Road commissioners—Millard L. Hamor,
A. B. Leland.
Truant officer—Wm. E Peach.
Chief Engineer Fire Department—Fountain Rodick.

Til

Hancock,

$1400 00

more.

the

t^ualltU-a

full line of

Not to bo Found Elsewhere.

II -er'*. g mrdlsn of l»alsy K Itoberts. minor, re.-pec; ruby
represents that her said uatd 1* -<■!/**.| and possessed of a <-ne-lhird Interest In common and nn |
dlvbleil In a certain lot .>r parre of land -dtmated
In the town of Mount l»e«ert. In sn:
count.- "f
Hancock, bounded and desoiiseda* follow., to
wit
leading
beginning In the center of ilit* r- a
from the head of Northeast Harbor
Kind-*:
Hotel at the northeast corner of And --f F. II
tireely; thence went one rod and tw« ntv f-*ur link-*
to a sp<>tte-i <*«•■ lar, them.- on-al
.r-«-i-ut «1
ways following the north line --f -aid .and of -aid
F'.. H
tiretly f->rt\ three rod* t--a -lake ami
stones In the east line of lot No “M." I *> Peters
plan of lota east of Somes Sound, tlii mr m-:Tb
five degrees and forty five minute-- a*' but ai
t
for
way* following said east line of -aid
ty two rods ami four links to t-ttk< -« t in the
ground at the south* eel cm ucr of land of heli of
Mrs. Men y Jordan, thence folio* lug the
-nth
line of -aid heir*' land south seventy degrees
east forty nine rods and twenty three link-to a
spotted tree a limp «-being the northwest coiner of
land of J. J.Carr; them e following the
west line of mild land now or formerly of -aid J
•I. ('air south fifteen degrees w.-t fiver-:- .tnd
four an-l one-half links, to a stone b<-uml on the
north side of an o’d sle-t road, thence following
STATkuK M A INK.
south fifty --nr
the north side of the old sled roa
4
lIvN. tt. k. o
Irl of Prolate*. Mar. Term A
degrees and fifteen minutes east two rods ami
h hii:
four links to the renter of said road, thence folI poll the
f •rejfoliu'
Petition ami represen
lowing the centre of said town road southwesterly 1 tatn.n, •
l>
I hat -aid
petithmers ^lve
nil eteen rod* and eleven links to tin* pi are ->f
I'ultUe uotie,. to aji persons iutereAtt*«l, hr
ten
ami
three
si»tcenths
beginning, containing
; rausing a e,.py ..f the petition and this <»i"
acres, more or less, exclusive of said town road, i ler ther* n t*. i-e
published three week-siuee-siveand reserving herefrom all rights
In the Fllsworth
Iv
excepting
Atnerh-an, a newspaper
w.-lcn the town has In -aM town road, and all
..r
print.
pi-Mi-hedln
Kil-w..rth. In -al
..uu
said described premises being subject to a right
tiiat
ty
they n.av ,ppear at a ( -.urt «>f Pro
of wa\ across said lot deeded to h
H freely.
nate t.. be in !.! at Fll-worth. w itlilu ami f.-r -aid
That said « -late l- unprisluctlve of any benefit to I
on
-4 eoiid
the
M
4’ouiP.y,
inesdav *>f
Vpril
the iuterest of
said minor an-l that it *M In- f•
...n. to
m-\|^^it t«-iiif f tin elorkivu in Hie Jorei,
said minor that the -aim- la: sold and the proceed*
sitov^Taus4-,
any
why the prayer
theyh
secured on interest, therefore pray your honor
of -aid petlth-m r- should m t
kia’rted
that she may be authorized and enipow- red agree'»
I’.l NMM.IIAM, Judge.
ably to law to sell the above deserllied r>-al estate,
iwll
Atte-f
rm., p h< iKK H. g.-ter
or such part of It as in your opinion may be e\4 nf«
A true eopv Attest
p. hoKR. Register.
<«.

j

Money Raised.

Memorial expenses,
Town's indebtedness,
Town charges,
School house in Dist. No. C,
Note and interest, hired money,

within and for

and

our

*•

Morrison’s Sure Cure Tonic, the
Best Remedy for Blood, Kidneys,
Liver,Stomach, Heart and Nerves,
Guaranteed to Cure. At all med«
Icine dealers, $1.00 per bottle.
Send postal for “The Graphic”
) describing Morrison’s Remedies.
1I1L WOODBl'RY’S ANTIDOTE

following officer** were elected for
the ensuing year:
Moderator—J. C. Hill.
Clerk—Lyman H. Somes.
Selectmen—Lyman H. Somes, Wm. H
Freeman and Charles H. Clement.
Treas. and Collector—John W. Somes
Supervisor—Robert L. Grindle.
Road Commissioners—Chauncey I>. Joy.
A. E. Clement.

Schools,
Free High school,
Text books,
New road,
Repairs on roads,

Judge >>f Probate

Hon.

w.vk

in the Same

Bargains

j

tin*

Poor,

the

county of Hancock.
h undersigned.
apierlne

—

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla,

—

Highways,

we

Women Wanted !

Moderator —Herbert S !>ority.
Cletk —Horae,- N Doritv.
Fir*’ Selectman— John t». Eaton.
S, fond Selectman—Herbert S. Dority.
Third Selec’intu
Poland II Howard.
Tre »sur» r—Samuel Herrick
Col1., lor and Constable—Prentiss E.
Cole.

was a

she

sick,

Between the ages of fifteen and forty-five.
Must have pale, sallow* complexion, no appetite. ami be hardly able to get about. All answering this descriptlon will please apply for
a bottle of
Dr. l’ierce’s Favorite Prescription;
t ike it regularly according to directions, and
then note the generally improved condition.
By a thorough course of self-treatment with
tills valuable remedy, the extreme cases of nervous prostration ami debility peculiar to women, are radically cured.
A w ritten guarantee
to this end accompanies every bottle.

s km; wick

S.

hen aiie

When

was

To

MASS.

A

all «.railt

>>.

thi

olTer

Ida',

money

M< ney liais'd.

BOSTON,
<*nioslIsti>p.lft

i-•

At the annual town meeting held March
the follow ing officers were elected

Stanley.
Sup visor of Schools—H

W

Baby

When she had Children, she gave them Casio ria

raised for that purpose ami voted that the
Xpelise incurred by use of same be defrayed by the town. No. 'A. To see if the
town will vote to purchase a lot for a public cemetery; voted that the matter t»e referred t'1 a committee of three, who shall
consider the subject matter in its details,
and the advisability of the town's taking
further action Hureon and report at the
M.
next town meeting. Committee, J.
Perkins
and Alvin
Horace
Hutchin-,
Heath.
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teachers $3 00 per

Jt-mait

ii,

Our Prices

I

from CHICAGO.
Ihk*h tho work of four
horses atone third tho
cost of one. Always harnessed
and never gets tired. Thlsuu*
heard of price Is for special introductory
purposes and will probably not remain open
long. No farmer should let the opportunity
paa* to get a mill for grinding, pumping,
sawing, etc at such a price*. 8-foot mill
for (Hiinplng only, ffjf» and freight. Bend for
«1«h |u1 circular and advise us your wants.
All supplies such as Pumps, Tanks, Pipe
F ittings, etc., for complete systems carried
lu stock and furnished at low prices.
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12 foot Galvanized

About 9 o’clock Monday night afire was
-ecu bursting through the side of the store
room
attached to the Douglass Mining

1'KNOlISC'OT.

in

ness

we

the
Mint-kill

Municipal Elections

LUC

and I think most communities dread the
“breaking in” of new post-office officials.

Thursday,

—In the Supreme Jadicial Court, In
session at Farmington, Judge Haskell presiding, the grand jury reported Thursday
afternoon and were discharged. John W.
Kennedy of Avon and Eugene Carey of
Bangor were indicted for breaking and entering, and Thomas Scott of Jay for
assault on Deputy Bherlff H. Hallem.

ALIA MJ

Many aspirants are mentioned in connection with the post-office here, but it is
hardly safe to say as y^t who will come
out “at the top <>f the heap,” but we cau’t
help wishing that civil service rules would
apply here and the present incumbent,
Mrs. Emily Freeman, be retained in office,
the work having been discharged,as far as
I can learn, in a very satisfactory manner

mils Pissed to be Engrossed ■
A» act to grant certain powers to the
Eden Water Co.
An act to incorporate the Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association.

worth; Edgar A. Leighton, Berwick;
Joseph D. Randall. Cape Elizabeth.
Justice of the Peace and Quorum—Fred
IJ. Clark, Smithfleld; Thomas W. Donahue, Portland; Josiah H. Goodrich. MosA.
cow; A. L. Marble, Lewiston; F.
Noyes, Sullivan; George P. Plaisted, Gorham ; Charles T. Read, Biddeford; Bart
lett C. White, Greenfield; George F.Black,
Portland; Albert Moore, Anson; Herbert
C. Robinson, Portland; Joel R. Ricker,
Sanford; Isaiah C. York, Hampden.

--

illness of John Robinson, who has
been sudering severely for some time. Two
or three weeks ago while at his work on
Outer Long
Inland, he slightly cut his
knee.
Taking cold in the wound it has
since been badly infl lined causing inteuse
pain. Physicians have been in constant
attendance and have recominetided his removal to his home in Southwest Harbor,
where he can ha*- better care and a
steamer has been chartered for the purpose.
Rev. Mr. Allen of Sanford, X. H
a
zealous evangelist, has jnst closed a series
of meetings continued through the past
week at Biss Harbor. His methods of
conducting revival meetings are somewhat
different from those who have been h*-re
in the past, but as he is a very forcible and
tiueut speaker, It is to be hoped the seed
has not fallen on stony ground, though
the attendance during the two weeks’ work
at the Union
church here gave good
ground for the inquiry of “Where are the
nine?”

a-

correctly.

BY

retain

serious

l«J.

Private Detective—Frederick L. Odlin,
Lewiston.
Fish and Game Warden—Crosby A. Robbins. Charleston.
To Administer Oaths,
Acknowledge
Deeds and Solemnize Marriages—Julia A.
Chatto, Surry.
Coroner—Albert S. Plummer, Lewiston.
Agent to prevent cruelty—Samuel R.
Carter, Paris; Augustus W. Mooney,
Bucksport; Freeman Hanson, Hollis.
Trial Justice—Abiezer Pnrinton. Bowdoin ; Voranus C. Plummer, Addison.
Notary Public—James C. Chilcott, Ells-

to

janitor’s salary.

March 11.

Nominations by the Governor,
March 9, 1893.

1 love

look forward with faith. h>p~
the declining slope of Ilf.

Town meeting day wa- cold, but clear,
a large force of voters was
out on the
first day. A few changes were made in
the board of officers, the wisdom of which
must be left to time to prove. The Ladies’
Benevolent Society were once again loaned
the use of the Freeinau House rooms aud
fed the hungry voters, realizing a satisfactory sum of money, greatly needed in
the treasury for the payment of the church

Senate.
was an

ran

!>mn«.

and

§1500, and providing for increased clerk
hire, was introduced. The resolve relating to the insurance of the Reform School
building was defeated. The savings bank
tax reports came from the committee this
morning. The majority report favors a
discrimination tax between future home
and foreign investments, 5-8 of 1 per cent,
on the former, 7 8 of 1 per cent, on the
latter. The minority report favors taxing
savings banks on their reserve fund and
undivided profits when such exceed 2 per
cent, of the deposits.
The House adjourned to Monday afternoon, the Senate to Saturday morning.

the city clerk. The number on the returned ballot.- subtracted from the 200C
would show the total vote iu ward 1.
An

fy the election returns from ward 1, the
developments of yesterday appear to
show conclusively. The warden of that
ward, in his official returns, gives in the
total \ote for the mayoralty candidates

lilies,

cures.

MORRISON MEDICAL COMPANY, BAR HARBOR, MAINE.

—

well as companies.
A Slate Library bill, increasing the salary of the State Librarian from $1000 to

to

That there

especially assigned for

*uarcu

\Vi

\ Kit

».

as

clared it showed nearer 1260. The city
clerk had sent 2000 ballots to ward 1 in
t.,e morning.
The law requires that unused and defaced ballots shall be returned

umns

to abol-

The bill to amend ihe present law allowing the catching <-f only 10 1 2 inch lob-t»-rs the year round was defeated in the
House. 7l* to :'»4
This kills the measure.
Tiie bill to provide for a propagation of
lobsters was also defeated in the House.
The Seining bill, which was defeated iu
the House, was passed to be engrossed in
the Senate this morning by a vote of 1C to
4.
The Senate non concured with the
House in the amendment to the bill taxing
express companies, the amendment being
to include persons doing express business

whole century.
ing fraud perpetrated there demonstrate?
that in order to carry the ward for the
Democrats theft o? the ballots was resort
e

numerous

We never

Supervisor of schools—-H

confident "f the bound..
p .-si"f the wisdom at;d goodness
*f
that ruling 1’ovn. r.w nose div ine * ill should
be manite-t in all H;s bildreu.
owing to
the ddllculf.es of travelling at this -ea-*n
f the >ear. relatives fr >m a di-tance were
unable to b* pre-etf. but IUHUN Were Tepre
-ented b> gift- of rein- tiibram e and by
cordial Utter.- eonVtNirg .-.mere wishes
f *r future health and prosperity. After the
\ hange of friendly greeting-all listen' d
w i: h
quiet attention to au earnest prayer
.Iain*
Clark. Tiien
I»ar y and
••> Mr
.1 ian" was sung t»y M tud, tin* daughter *f
he house, who al-o rea l an original p >,*m
dcdn ateii to "Father and Mother,” a loving tribute highly appreciated by her parents.
Mrs. Lida Cou-ms read w ith graceful effect and clearness, a
Silver Wedding” p ni. borrowed for the occasion
from a late Axn icn w ami we trust that
Mrs. M. K Mayo, its author, will accept
hearty thank- f>»r the loan, and eon-nier
the-election as another laurel leaf added
to the wreath of her poetic rails.Mu-ic
added its charms and "Home, Sweet H ■ine“
w it h other dear
familiar mm gs made melody through the rooms and in the heart*
of the people; peace and harmony reigned
will ruling the hour.
supreme, good
K -freshments were served by willing ones
ever ready to "lend a hand.” and smiles
and cheerful chat helped to promote di
gestion. Many beautiful gifts found their
way into the house in spite of the emphatic injunction that sociability and good
fellowship wen* to he the prime objects of
the reception.
A very pretty decorated
-rt of dishes,
dinner and tea combined,
would delight the heart of any housekeeper. a lovely silver cake basket and berry
dish with nearly two dozen spouus of diff< rent sizes prove very attractive, while a
■diver butter dish and trie half dozen knives
from relatives at Fill-worth Falls add their
shining lustre to the bright collection; a
valuable book, handsome parlor lamp amt
easy chair, with several smaller but very
acceptable presents testify to the friendship of the donors and all are gratefully
appreciated by Mr and Mrs Mason. K
pedal thank- are xtended to those ladies
who gave their time and service.- so freely
to
mike the occasion a pleasant affair.
May they and all who were present live to
celebrate their diamond wedding days.

taken from the table.

iua\

Ward 1. Ill Portland, last. week. aff. initions, such

Straw-Mattings, Oil-Cloths,

and all Diseases of the Blood.

DRTJGKTISTS.

ALL

--MANUFACTURED

.illec’or

tu dies

On motion of Mr. Win-low of Somerset
tlie bill was then passed to be engrossed as
amended.

The Portland Ballot Fraud.
cl

at.

Peak.- and Waterhouse.
Nay-—Allan, Ames, ( oftiu. Cook. Deering, HerI.jon-, Mayo. Nickerson,
f-y, ller.-om, Libby,
-!. t\v, -pofl-'id, .-wanton, Than her, Wigglu an I
Winslow.
A!>-eut—Bradford, Clark, Harper, llerriek.Hlll,
Sehlers and Wood.

faithful public official, so
duty to our own city and
interests, so shall we be true

our 1«u‘ \

.all

v

’*v

our

>

-at

be

injuries.

journey,

Mr. Winslow of Somerset: It is hard
i> proper or necessary to engage in any
further discu-.-i >n of this matter. I -im
ply say that 1 hope that motion will not
prevail and I move the adoption of the
House amendment.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. Peaks called for the yeas and nays
on his motion to indefinitely
adj »urn and
the motion was lost by a vote of b to lb.
Yeas—Ciriudle,
llolmau, -lark sou, Maliett,

rvaut.”

s-

an act

their

gether.

the district system in some of our towns,
and we still want it; you have the town
system, and you want it. I submit it is
not fair, it is not ju-t to force this thing
upon u- at this time when it is evi lmt that
a large number "f
people of this State are
opposed to it. I have a number of letters
m my possession protesting against thilegisiatiou.
Now, gentlemen. I say it is only fair, it
only honest, it i- only ju-t that you let
us
alone, and I move that thi- whole niati

knows ail t tie ope ragovernment and how it
'.Id
managed to get the benefit of
e-t r. -ults.
He has been a careful,
udent.
who has
;• /.us taking mayor
ms

wa-

No. 35.

on

Annin kkmkv.—On
Wednesday even t g, March s. Mr. and
Mr-. .1. B. Mason celebrated tile twentvtilth auniV' rsjtr> ..f their marriage by a
ial reception, and a large gathering "f
relatives, friends* and neighbors.
F.ghiyv• m numb, r
e\pr*--ed •.v word and deed
ti.-ir eneerful congratulations to the hap
after a quarter *>f a cen
,1 n couple, who
tin v ..f -un-hine and shad"*
pass* d to

Mr. l’eaks of Piscataquis:
I pi op »se to
say just about a dozen words and then
leave the matter to the Senate.
I am opposed to the abolishment of school districts because I know a large majority of
the people of the State are opp >sed to
it.
I am opposed to it because 1 thiuk
it is a great
hardship for those who
are in favor of the town system ami who
can have it very
easily in their towns
to undertake to force
this law upon
us who do not favor the town system.
I
a-k you to put yourselves in our places,
and see how you would feel if we were to
force the system upon you.
Now we have

should happen to be a tit
Mr. Norris or Mr. Higgins

■:ni —there
v-'t**.

Senate document
ish school districts,

t-» the question of the
Mr. Burnham has w ithdraw n

mtest.

Sm

lage Corporation.

return

:

t

u

us

true

tii.i v

i>

!'

two

r

ha: i-

w

four-page

newspaper, which tells of its

SOLD BY

VittlhttPkl Il.tfbol

Hills ll"i l uel Assi‘ju”.l:
Resolve providing fora bust of Haunibal Hamlin.
\ Hills I’lSfdt'j '■< Eu jr ,sse>l:
An ai t to confirm the organization of
the Hancock County Fair A-.-ociati mi ai.d
entitle it to share iu the stipend for agr.
cultural societies.
An act to grant certain powers to the
Green Mountain Carriage K >ad Co.
Au act to incorporate the Milbridge Vil-

in making this statcunn'
1>
t < sit rigi.t the Republican nominees in
V -r iustance it was evidently the
ward 1
tent; >n of 27 voter* to cast their ballots
«

Graphic,

a

field.

i

lest; »n were

y

die of

Senate.

I

Bie Blaze in Boston.

I i\e». and Property Lout.
Boston has again
Boston. March 10.
met with heavy loss by tire, this time the

House.

allot.”

ib

Disease, Kidney and Liver Complaints
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CARPETS, CARPETINGS,
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Tone.

to its Etlh acy.

BLACK.

s.

sp;.ee. under the Repub-

.i

System

Department.

1

The principal event wa- a di«ru-«ion of
'he signing of the Menhaden hill.
Messr-.
1 an in ay r homo;
t::e following names
Maddock, Ko-s. Mitchell and Diekev *q> »ke
:i
gal voters Of ward 4
by
pasted
and
for the Mil,
Me-srs. Cook. Titche.i.
A xand- : M M
»re f r alderman had* 2.1;
Shaw. Dutton ami Ferguson against it.
Hie minority report “ought not to pa--.”
.1 mies M
Moore for warden had 24: K iwas accepted. 77 to 75.
Mr Woodbury of
w ard
K K. ,:tr 1-*n f"r ward clerk had
Deering presented a resolve appropriating
2*
1! liman B IB ath 1 >r constable had 24.
*4
of
fo:
bust
Hannibal Hamlin. t<>
i. by the laws laid
V t being able to
be pi
in the State II iuse.
A bill pro
i wn for
instruction of presiding tiding for the State Hoard of Kduration
•va- defeated in the committee. The N »rth
r ele. tn-lis,
r*
whether or not it
Yarmouth Academy presented a p. tit. n
w■1 ii!
e jal to
-unt these votes, I ref"i £5annually f >r 1" year-.
A toll waturn 1
to the city clerk as they
:ntr"duced providing that loeal boards «d
health
owner-*f
Houses to
w
w-Te
ist
i::.
may require
any decision in regard
; drain their premises suitably.
tie
s
at
give the Board <-f Alder1
Legislature in joint ses-1 >n, elected
:
aut'i r:’y better acquainted
He re«ie.»rgeL. IF al State fTea-uu-r.
w.i.. lawf n. Ao-tralian ballot sysU-m ceived 115 vote-: .lere G. Shaw of Hi 1 !r1.
scattering.
ford, 3t*;
ii
!.
a
e t
le a- t »their legality ; and
1 so a: n
i in opeu ward meeting
;i.■
Thursday, March :*.

It/.l •:

Spring

the

New

a

A. H. NORRIS.

form to city instead of town regulations,
rtxiug its jurisdiction, increasing the feeand providing that the Judge shall be a
member of the Cumberland Bar. There
wa- a long di-cu—ion of the bill impo>ing
a license fee of $.'■ on persons coming from
and hunt.
It vvaother states to flsh
amended t<» exempt fr«»m i!** provisions
people paying a tax of $5 in the .Vat** also
-urh associations as have •expended the
or who a-um of $2500 on club hou-es.
-i-t in the propagation of tl-h and game.

<

re w.-re

the western Hancock

FAST

Hermsdorf's

But one hill was introduce i, that to
make the Westbrook Municipal court con-

ffR ial record or reattached to the official

in
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An act to incorporate the Granite City
•*
Village Corporation.
Hills Pass d t }x KnyroSsed

b dlot for ward 4. there was a blank space
b low the name of the Republican caudi:<
fo: mayor
To till this blank tin
of uomiueos for officers in ward 4
on

We Want Your Trade

Senate.
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Open this Week
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Iiills Head and Assigned:

make their nominations in season to have
t e
names of their nominees printed in
t
.'ill. ial ba;Lots. and consequently' in the
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Resolve in favor of St. Elizabeth R 'man
Catholic Orphan Asylum in Portland
Resolve In favor of Maine Industrial
School for girls.
Resolve in favor of Castine State Nor
mal School.
Resolve in favor of First Maine Heavy
Artillerv.
Tuesday, March 7.

5
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is invaluable

Finally Passed:

Mean-, Rep.; ward 2. John P. Eldridge,
Rep.; ward 3, Martin 11. Haynes, Rep.:
w ard4. II Fremont Maddocks, Dem.; w ard

ii of *ii-

-OF GOODS.-

MORRISON’S SURE CURE AND TONIC!

court.
House.
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v

ANOTHER ADDITION TO HIS
ALREADY EXTENSIVE STOCK

WITH

We Will

Printed Jiills Head and As>if*ed
House document No. 257, au act to extend the charter of the Ellsworth Street |
Railway Co.

elected in the several
follows. In ward 1. Everett
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MEDICINE !====-

*'».

Printed Hills Head and Assigned:
An act to establish the western Hancock

aldermen

ward-are

m op & i.

Senate.

crat, had 373 votes; Albert F. Burnham,
People’s Party, had 20 votes. There was
therefore no choice of mayor. Mr. Norris
of

Monday, Mar.

•

city election the vote
for mayor stood as follows:
Whole number of votes, 777 ; necessary for a choice,
Albert 11. Norris. Republican, had 3s4
votes, Nehemiah 11. Higgins. ,lr., Demo-

votes

Carpets! Carpets! Carpets!
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by the Experience of Your Neighbors and Friends and Take

Be Guided

Marne Legislature.

our

lacking only live
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=:_SPRING

Ills return alone at this time, and to his
deep affliction more than oue tender re
ference was made.

polls, will depend to a considerable extent,
the prosperity of Ellsworth anil the
healthful state of its business, during the

at
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SELECT CAREFULLY YOUR

The addresses of welcome were couched
in the warmest terms, and Mr. Harrison
Of
replied in a speech full of feeling.
course there was an element of sadness in

portance. bi) the decision of that day as
made by the voters of Ellsworth at the
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IF YOU

affectionate

that awaited

Republicans-

to

March

received

twenty miles east of the lndiaua Slate line
and gave him a foretaste of the welcome
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Before his arrival

full proof
regard entertained
for him by his friends, neighbors ami
townsmen.
A special committee met him
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Sincerely Yours,

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.

(7!'r eaistuortb Amman
l*ut>lt*h<d
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Thuridayi.
22 Slate Street.
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I>r > 1* Wiggln and bis bride returned to
their home in this city, on Friday evening of last
week, after having visited friends and relatives
in Boston, Portland and Bangor.
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Albert II. Norris of Ellsworth

congratulate

for treasurer of
dge for first

Eden

winter and the amount »*f
have to contend with.

j

ice

fined to his bed
chia. trouble superinduced
by
tack of the grip, is now very
small chance of his recovery.
'-i.

•.

vi am

ii

g

a

nag

house, the best in town,

Teiuplart.

North

j

ana

they

Albert 11. Norris of Ellsworth

Lodge to permit

a sen-

I

sultordiuate

institute to be given by the
lodges, rather than expulsion, for

:

violation of

pledge; requesting

tenet

to

a

the Grand

preachers

Keeiey

and

of the

gospel

in the

that the term

cause

of

temperjoin the order.

inviting them to
The officers for the ensuing year were then
urn.
For some time past the
elected and installed by State Deputy J.C.Chili\e been at
the rate of four per
colt, as follows: Dist. Templar, Geo. Freethy
!* ‘i the
policy of those banks to of Surry ; D. Vice Templar, Mrs. N. A. Colby
safety rather than a high rate of Dedham; Dist. Sec’y. E. S. C'hatto of East
ibejr controlling motive of action in
Surry ; Dist. (. hap., Mrs. J. C. Chilcott of
“•-talent*. For some time past the
Ellsworth ; Dist. Coun., E. E. Swett of Surry ;
have been placed at very low
DUt. S. J. T.. Mrs. J. A. Chat to of East SurI
fad and the fear of adverse iegisry; Dist. Trea«.. J. C. Chilcott of Ellsworth;
"U-trained several saving* banks
Dist. Marshal. Win. N. Hinckley of Bluehill;
> rc du- e their dividends.
Dist. Dept. Mar., Florence Horton of Bluehill;
•'*
Dist. Guard, Mrs. Henry Trundy of Tremont;
F rkiijk i’. Merrill, the genial
represen- j
bain < arter A Co. of Boston, was in I Dist. Sen., Henry Trundy of Tremont. P. D.
a»t Wi-rk.
This firm are dealers in all : T. E. W. Lord was recommended for Dist.
K
f printer** stationery, ball order*, dance
Deputy.
4'*''
tickets
and
correspondence cards,
rti.
w adding*, etc.
Board of Aldermen, Mar. 13, 1893.
Their book of
i«. large and elaborate, and can be seen
-aiuf
-l!
; examined at this
office at any and all
Inauguration of the city government for
“'v
It was from this house that the very
the year 1893.
handsome Cleveland and Stevenson folders
The aldermen elect met at the aldermen’s
•“• I ht
the late inaugural bail in this city, room at ten o’clock in the forenoon and
were called to order by the city clerk, and
am
>pecial designs in this line may be
were sworn by Mayor Albert H. Norris.
procured at short notice.
On motion, voted that Alderman Eldridge
Mr- U
E. Wheeler who died in Boston,
be made President of the Board of AiderI* riday, from
injuries received in a runaway, men.
was the -i-ter of Hon.
On motion, voted that the returns of
Isaac Lawrence, of Sorr> nt<>. and her
the several ward clerks be taken as evideath will result in the division
'f the great Lawrence estate
dence of the election of members of the
which has been
Board of Aldermen
iu trust since the death of
the father, the faThe roll of members elect of the Board
uious \\
B. Lawrence. Mr. Lawrence was
of
Aldermen was called and they answered
uUe of the shrewd men
made rich by the great to their names as follows: Ward one,
increase in values in New York real estate. Everett S. Means; ward two, John P. El* 'tie
instance alone is worthy of being detailed dridge; ward three, Martin H. Haynes;
brre. About 1838 be
bought for *12.000 what ward four, H. Fremont Maddocks; ward
*“'■ then known a,
five. Timothy F. Mahoney.
the "Ochre Point Farm."
On motion, voted to take a recess until
He could pay but
*2.000, giving a mortgage
The
10 o’clock a m Tuesday, March 21
fur the remainder.
Forty years later he aud vote being doubted the yeas and nays were
bis heirs had sold off
*1.230.000 worth of land, called and following was the result: Alaud W hen the last lot went
there had been redermen Memos, Eldridge, Haynes, MaaiUeo *1.300,000. It was one of the most
suchoney voting yea; Alderman Maddocks votcessful land speculations in the
history of the ing nay.
country.
AttestT. E. Hals, City Clerk.
aoce.
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For Mayor

The long deferred horse trot came off
Wednesday. The weather was mild and
the traveling fair in spots; but ifi places

filled with the ups and downs of life, and
especially trying to the dignity and uprightness of man. It Is rather an unpleasant sensation to be jerked along over a succession of knoll-like snow-banks, like a
ship riding a rough sea, now plunging forward astride the dasher, only to be hulled
back with a shock that shakes one from center to circumference and throws one several
degrees out of perpendicular. But notwithstanding all these odds at an early
hour people on foot and in teams from all
directions began to swarm on the ice at
the Bay, like bees in a clover field, until
we should say two hundred teams and five
or six hundred people had formed into a
mass waiting with expectant eyes for the
show to commence.
Lawyers, doctors,
mtrcbants, grave deacons and smiling
maidens, all helped to make a representative crowd who seemed to be seeking a
merry release from the long-continued
grasp which winter has held over this region. Some three or four tracks had been
cleared across the Bay for the races. A
distinguished doctor and two noted horse-

|
|

had been constituted the judges for
occasion, win* standing erect on a
and angrocery wagon gave off orders
nounced results. The track'* were a little
A little past two the
soft and slushy.
>rs**green horses were called and five h
were
entered for this race.
“Henry
Wilkes" owned by Henry Jordan. Bn»<>kowned bv Henry Small.
lin; “Hector"
Sedgwick; “Kiley." A K Varnum. IV-

.60

cm

tains at least 11> kinds of

Shirts.

Georg.- Seller-.

nobscot; “Willie M
nobscot; “Lynx." M.

Disturbed, disturbed

appeared “Gypsy"

1

IV-

owne

H. M. BYRNE &

with pain oppressed.

rv<>.

<

I*. Hinckley. Pem*'»
*»cot. The races were awarded a>* followHenry Wilkes. 1; Hector. 2; Kl!e\. 3;
In tne 2 43 class
Willie M., 4; Lynx. 5.
two contestants

;

1

by William Cain of lv-nobscot and the w. il
K
known “Lady Chase" owued by L
Chase, Esq.. Bluehill. Gypsy was driven
a
and
is
bv Dr. Nye of Biooksville.
powerful horse. Lady Chase acquitted herself
tinelv and considering that she carried a
hundred pounds more weight ami w a-a
lighter horse, has reason to be proud
of her relative showing. Results Gypsy.
Next came the colt
1; Lady Chase, 2.
race; “Tom Reed,” a three years old colt
owned by Thomas Mitchell of Penobscot.

m>
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Mr.

Henry
(2)

A.

POST OFFICE,

Mar. 11, l5}*3.

Bennett.
Miss F. Clair,
Mr. Arthur McDonald.

M. D. Hall,

E. Rogers. (2)
Please call for advertised letters.
A. R. Devkkkux, P. M.
Mr. C.

j

Hiram

l’altee, of Brooks,
Me., (one of the prominent clothing
manufacturers of that hustliug town) is

can

a

pillar

wholly

suffering?

spiritual affliction,
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sweeping reduction,
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Penetrating Liniment for Man or Bea«t in
existence. Try ir and you will never be without
it. Large £l S:/.* 7,'jc., 50c. Size 40<n
JAPANESE LIVER PELLETS
Act like magic 011 the Stomach. Liver and Bowels;
dispel Dyspepsia Biliousness, Fever, Colds,
Nervous Disorder*. Sl**eple*snees, I»ss of Appetite, restores tho (Complex ion; perfect digestion

—Galls and wounds on horses are unsightly
and objectionable. They can be cured while
the horse is still worked by applying Bickmorr’s Gall Cure-

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla.

ST*

K

painful surgical operation

and

35

Main

.85,113
3... 15
855,940

98
94
22

unpaid losses and
re

573,.98 54)

Insure
3,923,840 .6

amount <.f

tlabiUties,

666,187

8.

5,163,8*2.

1.3

Hair

and

Whisker

-THF;-

Imperial

MAINE.

Insurance Co.

$!«98 695 uo
I’. S. Mat*\ Railroad and ( ltv Bonds.
Real Estate owned bv t o., om-e Build4764**34 7‘
imt« New Yt*rk amf Philadelphia,
Cush In Bank, hand- of Trustee*, and
159,520 *2
< Hllce,
210,211 5y
Premiums In due course of collection,
9,820 37
Itent* and Interest Accrued,

$i,854,882 If
LI VBILlTlhS.

|

North Lamoine, tin* farm formerly
bv Klikiam Ha* la in, containing
(> ViU occ**pied
\.:im 47 acres. Thirty seven acre* are in a line
wood-lot, worth the price of the proper
tv, ten acres in field and pasture extending to
the shore. The huiidiugs are in excellent condition and the property will be sold at a bargain,
on easy terms, to a responsible party. Inquire of
FRED MASON, Ellsworth, or A. W. ELLIS,
9tf
Ellsworth Falls.

Schooner "St. Leon,” about 85 tons regis
ter, 21 years old and in good order and
well found; sails nearly new; a good car
^^^®*rier for the coasting trade. Will be sold
very cheap to close au estate. Inquire of

/jBrru

So.

Penobscot,

Feb.

HORACE PERKINS.
8w9
21,
1898.

MAINE.

OK KDIABI IU.H, SCOTLAND.

|

in 1505.

Coomenced Business in l. S. IS90.

PETER XOTMA V, THOMAS F. GOODRICH,
GEORGE C. HOWE, CHAS. H POST,
Cnited Staten Managers.

L-107,500.
Capital Paid up In Cash,
ASSETS, DEC.31. 1892.
Loan* on bond and mortgage 'first
50,000 00
liens),
Stock* and bonds owned by the com1,389,815 00
pany, market value,
Cash in the company’s principal office

CHAR I

MASSit

I

l-M

(

!

lil SU F I

I‘

//oil/ AST)

IS A
>

I

■

omtnen.

rrttari,, WIU IIM ll

It)

;l. I

\><KT>, !>H

Its1 a! e-taU* owncl hv the ”inpai ;
unincumbered,
r-t
(.onus on
Mol and ui"rtpa«»
lienstoek.- and
ua!wned
tiepany, market value.
I.oan- siM-ureti by eollaterai-,
( a.»h in the company’- principal •:!.
and in hank,
Interest due and accrued. i::< id.
rents,
*-«-t
Premiums in iu.•
ur-e
Approbate -f all the admitted a--et-

?

F

!!:.

■

■

”■

7 i;

..

*

•••

•!

liabilities i»i■;<

unpaid

—<•-

!

a

claims,
Amount required t-- -afely r< :n
all out*tnndlng ri-k-.
All (ither demands agam-t tie*
pan;. v« onmii**lon*. etc..
Aggregate amount *f liat-i::t:•
net

m

:•

f-’-d]

Agents.

IISHMAA.

KI.1.MVOHT1I.

Iw'*

••

urc

-urplu-.

M

\I\K.

ll\MI-HIl.l

I»u-i
Incorporated In Win. "inmcni
.J ois t
James A. \Vest«»n, Pre-. *•
U"1 v"
Capital Paid up In Cash.
ASSETS, I»Kl 51, 1
Real estate owned by the eomp.i
■

•.

Ki:i sen
'',1"

o
unincumbered,
$
Loan* on bond and mortgage first
*6
Hens.)
m
Stocks and bonds owned by tin
I. d.t7
pany, market value,
o
Loans secured by collateral-,
Cash In the company
principal oil;.
" >p
and In bank,
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course f ollectloi
11".'" :7
of-Aggregate of all ttie admitted a
the company at their actual value, ji.'.i-.'.
{
LI A BILITI E>, I»Kt 31, Iv.r.».
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
$' :7,44c .1
Amount required to safely rein- .r<
ail outstanding risks,
?.■ .v.l •»
All other demands against the com.V.l7- id
pany, viz.: commissions, etc.,
,ooe o
Capital actually paid up in cash,
4j.*.-.«.7
surplus beyond capital,
Aggregate amount ot llaMlitie
Including net surplus,
$ 1 ,.''.ri.s-_q j.{
3w9
<■

■ <

<

--•

1
To Hubert .1 Friem/. a Justin •■/Ik* 1‘eito in
for the rounly of I Ian- •/;
undersigned, P. It. Friend,G.M \l!cn,i».
r.
S, Hanseoin, Nellie Friend, H. II. Ilaic.
clapp, A. L. Allen, N. W. Maples, represent tin
with others have associated by agreement in wra
lug as Patrons of Husbandry in town of N 'k;" irk.
ii sal 1.inly of Hanco< k. Being ties
t
coining incorporated under the name and -t\
Sedgwick Grange So. JU. and they being
ous that a meeting of said
Patron* shall be ml, -I
for the following purposes, to wit
Fir-t,
choose a President, second, to choose a >eer,-iai
third, to choose a Treasurer and three lir*« ■?
one for one year, one for two years, one tor three
years; fourth, to transact any o«het business,
hereby request you to i-»ue your warrant n --m,
one of the persons mentioned. 'Riveting him t<>
notify the other applicants and to call -u h im c
lng in accordance with the statute made and pro

W PTTPWM

Rheumat 1 ■» m
Kidney, Liver
and Heart Dis
Neural
ease,

knmimMw

gia,
D

—AND—

y
p p sla
L u n tg Com
plaints and
Female Weak

CURES

e

FMC*, 25

CTP.

“IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM.-

vlded.

S. Hansco.m,
II H. IIAl
P. It. I- KIKN l>,
G. P. C LAPP,
A.L. Ali.kn,
G. M. Allen,
n. W. Staples.
Nellie Fkiem>,
ST A1 E OF MAINE.

U.

—

Set amount of
claims,

unpaid losses and

required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks,
All other demands against the company, viz. commissions, etc.,
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus,
Aggregate amount of liabilities,
eluding net surplus,

are

to
meet at

241,177 79

Amount

Surplus beyond capital,

Sedgwick, in the County

foregoing application you
PURSUANT
notify the Patron- thenhereby directed
the
Hall in North
mentioned to

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1892.

Cramps

s

.,

254,244
and in bank,
Interest due and accrued,
6,750
269.200 22
Premiums in due course of collection,
hs
All other assets,
4,236 57 ToHancock,
Pascal B. Friend of
Aggregate of all the admitted assets of- P of Hancock.
at
their
actual
35
the company
value, 1,974,246
to the
56
00

1,214,978 65
641,692 71
1,516,849 15
457,397 20

in

1,974,246 35

u

Grange
Sedgwick, so-called, in the County of Hauc <-k,
on the
thirty tlr*t day of March a. i*. 1m«4, at -even

of the clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose
above mentioned in said application, h\ |1ii,m
up a certified irony of this warrant al the po-i
flee In North Sedgwick and by publishing In 11.«
1 Is worth American, of Ellsworth, in said ( oumv
of Hancock, both of said notice* tube posted.
aforesaid, fourteen days at least, before the tin.
of said meeting.
Given under my hand and seal this third day of
Robert A. Friem*,
March, A. L>. 1j*93.
Justice of the peace.
to the foregoing warrant to me directed, I hereby notify the persons therein
named to meet at the time and place and for the
purposes mentioned, In accordance as the warrant
to me directed.
3wi0
Pascal b. Friend.

GRANT & CUSHMAN, Agents, PURSUANT
3w9
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
PEOPLE'S FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

OIL
CURES

FOR SALE !

cancers

Cta. C. Bnrrill & Son, Apts,

Incorporated

Attorney,
claims for

pensions
prosecutes all classes of
against the United States, and respect fully solicits the patronage of all persons having claims
upon the Government, under the general law or
the act of June 27th, 1890. All correspondence
A. F. BURNHAM.
j promptly answered.
tf7
Ellsworth, February 15th, 1893.
;

ul ii;i

THE

A. F. Burnham,
U. S. Pension

#! ,114,457 40
Surplus In the Unite 1 states over all, 720,424 78

Caledonian Insurance Co.

The subscriber wishes to give public notice
that he has hired the Blacksmith Snop of E. I).
Mayo at Brooklin, Maine, and in addition to
horseshoeing will do carriage work of all kinds,
including iron work, wood work and painting.
Entire satisfaction guaranteed in all work done,
2mos7*
F. M. ROWE.

Discovery, though skeptical concerning its application to his owu case, he
concluded to give it a trial. After ;
!
taking six bottles, he writes to the j

9M.606 27
41,165 *9

ELLSWORTH,

In

SOMETHING NEW.

#128,625 24

#1,854,882 18

246 Middle St., Portland, Maine.

Iyr9*

»_a

Net

M. (i. LARRABEE.

Dye!

FOR SALE!

Unpaid Losses.
Reinsurance Reserve,
All other Claim*,

Great Reduction from
the Regular Price.

AI

MAN' IIKsll.lt, NEW

Janaary lat. 1893.

a

1

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,

(LIMITED.)

United States Branch Statement.

CLOSING OUT

IM

GRAM A

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

It contains no lead or sulphur. Washing not
required after dyeing a* in other dyes. Whole
sale druggists pronounce it the lies! single prepa
ration ever brought to their notice. The largest
bottle and best uye in the market. Used extensively by ladies. Price, 50c. Prepared by G. W.
THOMPSON, Rockland, Me. Soid by all dealers.

<(t

Ol

Incorporate lln

Net amount *>f

Maine.

Ellsworth,

Send for Samples.

At

I

f.

FIRE INSURANCE CO.

16,11125

AGENTS.

Street.

USE MISS BEECHER'S

re-

cured; all the
have disappeared and my face Is
as smooth as at my birth.
I cannot speak
too highly of your remedy.
I feel that It
has saved my life and if any person who
is suffering from the dread disease will
correspond with me I will cheerfully answer all letters.

50
0<i
06

K

follows their use. Positive cure tor Mirk Headache and Constipation. Small, mild, easy to
take. Large Vials of 5o Pills 25 cents.
(4)
Sold by all Druggists.

and
the Deacon found

Children Cry for
proprietors as follows:
Pitcher’s Castorla.
I find myself completely

IN

1

,<

*•

<

Chas. C. Burrill & Son.

PAIN.

THE
HORSE BRAND, MM:
Double Mtreiiglli. the
Powerful and

Lamps.

neighbor Brown’s, to show him.
I never wanted to get within ten foot of him
it Is the cure of bis catarrh. I
but
if
before,
guess I can stand it onc’t.” Sold by druggists.
right

VS

ELLSWORTH,

Internal and External.
For Man or Beast,
j
('ure*- Kli«*umati*m. Neuralgia. Lam**
j
Back.
Brui**
•*. Swellings, St.if Joint*.
Sprain*.
I
Morbus,
J t'olir ami € ramp* instantly. Cholera
Croup, Diptherin. Sore Throat, Headache as
: if by
magic.

moved the inaliguant growth, aud, for
a
lime, the disease apparently ceased
its ravages. The taiut, however, re20 per cent, discount on Room Paper.
mained in the system ; and, in a few
30 per cent, discount on Pictures.
years, four separate cancers appealing
Now Is the time to buy at
upon his face, the last state ot that man
was worse than the first.
The cancer
HOLT’S VARIETY STORE.
rapidly increasing in malignity, the
Deacon (feeling that even auother application of the surgeon’s knife would
be of no avail, so desperate was his
Hezekiuh’a Surprise.
condition) fully apprehended that, af“Wal, Hiram, if this don’t beat ail! The old ter a few months of suffering, death
for
doctors
was
‘kill
but
here
or
cure/
way
must
claim him as a victim. This
I’ve found a piece in this here newspaper
seemed the more eertaiu, as his mother
where a doctor offers ‘cash er cure.’ It’s fer
catarrh! I wish we had it—I’d like to try and
grandmother had died of caucer.
him. Just listen. Hi ram! ‘The proprietors of
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy offer a reward of
Feeling it a duty to leave no means j
$500 for any case of catarrh which they cannot untried lor protracting his existence,
cure.’ That beats all lotteries hollow! The
and having faith in the geueral curamedicine costs 50 cents—your catarrh ig cured,
tive powers of HodolFs New Medical
er you get -500!
Where’s my hat? I’m going
10 per cent,

Aggregate

M.AIXK.

INSTANT KILLER

himself the prey to a physical disease,
one of the most horrible and
repulsive
incident to humanity. Cancer developed itself; but, after a year of suffer-

ing,

2,81.,53,
2.08l,R50
24,4.»5

other demand* against the compan/, viz- nimim."'ioii:i, etc.,

J. F. ELQRIDGE.

PIMHIETICOF OIL!

of the church. Yet who

escape trouble, cate
Secure from material

tlrst

A i!

JOHNSONS

pered financially while sustaining himas

A

..

More Reliable titan either Tansy
or
ro> al.
If you want a perfect repul it’ r f r
period, on* that nert-r fail*. mu vi.i
i.
dreas FkaM'o A WKKli iM'ui
.r
Mass., an 1 re.-.-ive. free of :..*r*r«
*,
R4H<ffor L*uiua. Be sun: ami mam thupap*r.

eluding

12
money.
Box for 25

ELLSWORTH.

aul for many years Ims been a deacon
of the Baptist church therein.
Diligent
in season and out of season, he has
prosself

>'*/*•{»<1 Slock.

APOTHECARY,

VY OIKS.

—Tennyson.
Deacon

I.W

of

requited to safely
all outstanding risks,

rrr

’Tin life w hereof our nerves are scant,
O, life, notaleath, for which we pant;
More life, and fuller, that I want.

—

Advertised Letters.

\

vvijfjfin, drupplst and

1

06

ASSETS.

bafever crazy sorrow saith,
No life that breathes with human breath
Has ever truly longed fur death.

j

r’r-m

..f !'•

••
A«e. Harrnnne-#.Iao— >f 1 ”wer
Ii*ueorrh<**H and •».! Kerin.e
|^MNeM.S{>ermatorrh<ett ohuwI *
Helf-at’uee. >»ver Indulrfenre
* for %!-, hy mail \VI..ritn*e. -.»•■•
— -n
order f .r 6 l*)!**** with fU'i, w>
1
Vo refund if not cured.
»manu/e.

«■* illii<*y
.4,500

a Imltted asset*
their actual value, 8,193.023 89

claims,

Zinc, Lead Pipe. Sheet Lead. Cutlery,
Ammunition and Fishing Tackle

WIGGI.A,

X 1>.

years am! t; months.
March-.. Mr rii.-ma* W. Dav, about To year#
r.a-t
—Mar- i. IMr Mlghlil Lord
NorthMrrry
Sedgwick—March lo, Mr Hugh Page,
•**. years and 7
day-.

\\

The singing class completes its twelve
evenings' practice this week.
Most«»f the schools in town have closed
and the supervisor's report is favorable as
to their condition.
March G.

For Jlrt'til Fr‘i‘1'

I’R K. <’ W r.S S S'■ I: K \ M >
1. 1 'I i.
for Hyateria, 1 Mtzin»Mrt 1 •1
iM’h". Nervotia Pro-tnc
WakefnlmwM, Mental I'epfr,.

•peclflc

l-.ri.

11.

by the company,

Amount

*%PLUMBIltfG}%

cents.

Obituary notices beyond the hate, Same and
Aye must be paid for at the rate of ten cents a tine.

owned

Net amount

»-u
M' rim>n,
In all it?* branches ! no l>v
u;/
who have the reputation "I h,in#r their w.-rk in a
HKHT-U. VX** M A.> > UK.

I warrant them

a

Manny r.
HOY r. Deputy Afniwyr

LIABILITIES I>EC. 31, 1892.

•

WATER PIPIN'G'I|,K1\s'!'1:?vt

relief in every instance.
some splendid testi-

Powders in

If.

of the eonipanv at

TIN WARE.

«

Electric Co.»bll>Uroudwuy,N.Y

For weir, 0,i,v.

V, Re fid ••at

O

Aggregate of all the

New Patterns and New Designs In

monial- from those who have

I Med.

I /

flee and In bank,
Interest due and accrued,
Premium* In due course of collection.
AH other assets,

Headache Powder

refund the

<2t Son,

& London

Loan* on bond and mortgage
Hens),

1 have

or

u.

‘2.60U/990 44

o« tied by the comj SUn-ks and l*»nds
pany, market value,
Loans secured by collateral*,
t .eh In the company's principal of

Drug1 Store.

used them

/

Lnincutnheied,

—

gelist.

Mr.

S^iven

If

I Leal estate

for the past two years here
in Kilswurth and at my Bar
Harbor store, and they have

Bar Harbor-March 4. I• y Kev. <
S. I.citing
well, Mr < liarle- h < oruiers and Mi-- \nnie<
Preble, ! otJi of Bar Harbor.
March 4,
by II.-v i.forge K Freeman, Mr
h‘renc- V Whitmore and Mis* Mmcna K
Burr,
both of Bar Harbor.

403,089

-ASH-

\SsETS. !>K<

that will stop it in every inI have sohl them
stance.

—

Music Hall.
This week there will be a series of meetings at the church here, led by the pastor
and Mr. McArthur, who travels as an evan-

Liverpool

W*«]4

»

u

■

S. I>.

•

CROCKERY WARE,

Sanilt

worth, Maine.

//.

I
a

3.

OF LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.
(onnurDced Business id I S, INiS
in 1 V’u».

»

Swan’- I -laud K. !
U, to Mi and Mr- Hull*
L. Hlai-dell. a daughter.
—.**, r.. Mr and Mr#. Kdward Mnlth. a -on
Mar. A. to .Mr and Mr# James Bridge-, a -on

at

*"b
»«*

=ori
taxation of hrn.n uerv- f
rreti«>n, a* exhaust I'm. n- rvou#,■,
lb
.*•>*, livrr
lanirn>>r, rheumati'iii. k
1'*i.
amt*, lame ba.lt. In- •,#»: », p•"
rt.l Im«
health, etc. ThisF'. -I t#
Dmi>o*"ii ’*r**r a.l
-#,
1
#•
w
w
nr
f
..ooo.OO.
t
f
arinstantly f« .t
«1
i.-1
will cure all ■ f the *’•
o,
...
# inv
t by
Ban.la have N-.-n
s
1
ft
.•
L .u!.
#'t*T all Other r»m.
hi< a-d v.
'•».
Uretla of tent •!«. >r. a' s
N>"hV, t’
Our Powerful lmpro»*>l H.hTKll >1
w
li.i.f with
•< n
crreaowt tM>on ev.-r o:Vr*
>
llralth and » ic»roua S«r.o*'h « llUMH I» in till (» 1H»
t.in.ii
iVd.frday*. Sendfor 1 .ustrat—11'ami
over

31,042 05
1,197,9‘d
1 ,OOt),ou0

Inmrpuraled

dressing, prevents

I have

157 618 5.

GLOBE INS. COMPANY

Ilo You Ever Suffer

Horn.

Old winter has taken a new lease of life
the last few days, ami fur a wonder we
The
have clear weather for election.
fathers are turning out in good numbers,
but at present writing the results are not
announced.
There was a concert at Music Hall last
week, given by the Oceanville and Green’s
Landing singing classes, the proceeds of
which were given to Mr. George Eaton,
w ho lost his eyes by an explosion on the
granite works some years since. Saturday evening there w as a torch light parade

*•»

Belts, Suspensories, Etc.,
Etc., at

turning gray, insures Its vigorous growth, and
keep* th.* scalp white and
clean.
Mary A. Jackson, >alem. Mass.

llffr Isle.

aviit’Uai

With Electro-Magnetic SUSPENSORY.
I.atfit Patent#! B<*#t Improvement#!
r.-from
.re with" c n>»siielne a. 1 W

1,0<>9,240 75

AGENTS.

of Hard Rubber, Celluloid, Elastic and Leather
Covered Trusses. Supporters, Shoulder Braces,Elastic Hosier). Abdominal

Parchers

*<

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

9 A Vfig

m*»»

2,600,990

In

C. C. Burr ill

e

Large Stock

>mt: svid

the hair from

The Baptists of western Hancock county. have been holding quarterly meetings
with the Cove church during a portion of
the week.
There was a good attendance
of ministers and laymen from the various
churches in this section of the county ami
the meetings were Interesting and profitable. Nothing can be more beneficial to a
church or social organization, than frequent gatherings of the various parts into
A detailed report will, no
a centre body.
doubt, be forwarded by the Secretary.
South

It is

amoi.nt of /abilities
net surplus,

\ggrt gate

*

25
u0

95.412 < 5
Il,»v2 45
1.2.1:*4 09

>

FOR WOOD ORCOAL.

••.

faction.

Vm

1,997,781
51,6o0

Surplus bc>ond apltal,

GOLD CLARION

last night:
How much do you *uppo*«
we have
paid out for doctor* aud m*-di> ,ne m
th* list yrai? 1 t
1 lo
I did not know.
|
loetor* I have paid nothing, and tiv** dollar*’
worth of Sulphur Bitt*r> ha* kept health in
our family.
L. A.m.rkwm
t- Kowdoiu street, Ho»tun.

ups

CO.,

AND

to me

weeks.

|
|

ROYAL

s

...*

00

Will'

Setamouiit of unpaid losses and
claims.
Amount re ilred to safely re Insure
all outstanding risks,
All other lemands against the com*
pany, vi/.. commissions, etc.,
Total amount >»f liabilities, except
capital slock and net surplus,
Capital actually paid Up In ash,

eluding

"March to search” i* the old adage.
It
Bloodmont,” a two years old colt owned searches out
any weaknes* of the system, reby Frank Nye of Brooksviile and a rive
sulting from impure blood. Those who u*.
years old. whose owner we did not learu. )
\ > r’s Sar*aparilla find March no more searchTom Reed is a large, powerful, dark
bay colt with a strain of tine blood flow- ing or even disagreeable than any other mouth.
ing in his veins, with a tine rangy gait, 'I his medicine I* a w onderful inv Igorafor.
which when properly trained and quick
Ki< h. red blood a* naturally results from
ened. will place him
among the speedy taking Hood’s
>ar*ap*ril.a as personal cleanliwas
distanced
Bloodmont
ones.
Though
ness r* *u!ts from free Use of
soap aud water.
Tin- great purifier thoroughly * xpei.* scrofula,
in the race, yet we were surprised that he
l’he crowd wa- re- salt rheum and all other impurities.
did as well as lie did.
markably quiet and orderly; no accidents,
and everybody appeared well satisfied with
HOOD'S PILLS art* ♦ a.-y, yet efficient.
the decisions of the judges.
-"I have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor for a numThere have been two runaways on the ber of
years, ami it has always given me satiswithin two
road and two smash

Bay

Fall!

Water Street.

.»

23.000

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1#W.

DO NOT MISS THIS SALE !

st
No sieep, no rest ; w hat dreadfu
Such terrors, thu* ensnand him?
Dyspepsia all night, al! day.
It really seemed bad unit' to stay ;
Pray, gue-s you. then. what.ured him?
If was Dr. Pierce’s Holden Medical Discovery.
That t* the great cure for Hcada< he. *»erofula.
Dy-pepsia. K id tie v Dt-ca-e. Liver ( omplalnt
and <»« tor al D-mIjiv.
An martin
Liver
means
p-i*on.d blood: hidm-v .p-ordcred
< "li-llpHtion in* an*
means poisoned !•:.<»:;
poi*oin d f»lo«»d. 1 tie gji ^t antidote for import
blood i* Dr. Pi-r.i’s Ho.deti .M* dii .*1 Di-eov«
ry. Acting dim tly upon the affected organ-,
r. *• ,|,
jh« m to th> tr normal condition. Th.
"Di-c Aery
>• yu-ir</-.\
/ to Ih-im fi: or * tin
in al! rase* of di*ca*e for which it i* recomm. nd. d. or m >m-\ p .id for it will f>.
pi ompiiv
refunded.

#250,UM) 00

\. gregab ..f all the admitted assets
of the < ;iinpany at their actual value,

ALL NEW GOODS

j

» li.it ( urn! Him

the

K* al estate owned by the company,
unincumbered,
Ia>)ii 't.u Isuid and mortgage tlrst
lien*),
St... ks and bonds owned by the com
pany, market value,
Loans secured by collaterals,
Lash In the company’* principal office
and In t ank,
Intercut due and accrued.
Premiums In due course ot collection,

.79

Sought This
men

Secretary% CHARLES I.. ROE
$ 1,000,000 00.
Capital paid up In cash,
ASSETS UEC.31.lrtU.

1.00

Outside

^^
N.himiahll lE^iiis .!■. of Ellsworth

Albert 11. Norris of Ellsworth

a

Penobarot.

j
|

K I V lv

Company

Incorporated In 1-02. Commenced business In 1852.
I. R\EMSES L.4\E, President.

$1.25

■

ELECTRIC BELT

OF NEW YORK.

prices.

.75

ineir sc non 1-

set

Mr. Victor R. Smith
returned some
weeks since from Berwick where he has
been employed during the winter.
Our annual dis.rict meeting was held at
the school-house last Monday evening.
Mr. Benjamin Shute was chosen agent for
the ensuing year.
Mar. 11.
Scmac,

1.00

••

WARD

Fire Insurance

an-

••

atwith a

DR. SANDER’S

IIAXOVKW

brok-

are

have derided to have

en we

Nebcmiali II. lliBSios.Jr of Ellsworth |

]

Shirt?

a

Y'KS, you will say when you
price ;*t whicli we are

|

*

G. W. McDonald & Co.

hear the

a severe

[tarty of men, among them
H. C. and J. M. Milliken, Sherman McFarland, A. E. Tracy. A Abbott, and Melvin Smith, went to Tunk for the purpose
of Ashing. They returned F'riday after an
exceedingly pleasant week.
Mr. W. H. McFarland went to Bar Harbor Saturday, to join the "Frank Jones,"
on which he will be employed for a while,
Mrs. Julia Googins and daughter, formerly of this place, were in town this week
Miss Nannie Foster of Bar Harbor is the
guest of her cousin. Miss Mattie Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Young of Mt. Desert have
been visiting their daughter. Mrs. Guy
Mullan. They are quite an aged couple,
being respectively 78 and 77 years of age,
but while there, we hear, they took a slide
on a band-sled, and enjoyed it with all the
pleasure of youth. Can I hear of anything
to beat that?

office in subordinate lodges be increased to j
oue year; also acknowledging the influence of
<

We

.

A SPECIALTY

0

C. Smith. f*res..

A $1.75 Shirt for
1.25

11 uncork.

Recently,

HANDKERCHIEFS

?yr50eow

for Mayor

For |Mayor

Mrs. Annie M. Dodge Is in Boston, the
guest of her sister, Mrs. L. A. lingers.
Miss Frank Norris is in Bangor; at
present she is employed at the
Baugur
House."

of

vicinity.

-axing- banks of Bangor have
>ued to make the coming April
b- rate of three and one-half per

routine busi-

*

The Centaar Company, T7 Murray Street, New York City.

Democrat.

will

Miss Ina Heed of Springfield, Me., Is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. M. Milliken.
Miss Annie Norris has returned to
Waltham. .Mass.

onferred upon a da— of nine candidates
of the session resumed.

requesting

1" O IT R

|

Republican.

Mr. Harry Phillips, who has been spending the winter in Boston, was in town this
week.

Lodge degree

District

Ai.lkn

Line of Xmas Goods.

Nehenilah H. Higgins, .Ir. of Ellsworth |

|

\V .Y R I>

Tin* patriotic ladies of district No. 3,

which a bountiful
b> the entertaining lodge.

dinner the

“Our physicians in the children's department have s|R>ken highly of their experience# in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although wo only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Di^pensaey,
Boston, Mass.

ha* been conseveral weeks with a bron-

.-otiriu-ion of
served

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which 1 am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
Interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves."
Du. J. F Kin. uclox,
Conway, Ark.

(‘apt. James Spear who

were adopted recognizing the
organization in temperance work, and j
welcoming ail organized bodies to the field; !

selectman of La-

an*t go very bad in this
w

a*

Castoria is so well adapted toehlldren that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Arciier, M. D.t
111 So. Oxford St., Brodklyn, N. Y.

i

flock of wild gcej*e passed over this
on
Wednesday night of this week
bound to the eastward
We think they
arc a little ahead of time and did not realize the severity of the weather here this

county.
to

“Castoria Is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.“
Dr. G. C. Osoood,
Lowell, Mass.

For Mayor

A

Resolutions

for him!

We

th«

in the

devoted

Castoria.

his

place

,i!ue of

for

Merit
-gtii/c.! in this world. I)au-

wb1'

lodges

w as

|

Democrat.

|

ME.

1

IF YOU DON’T SEE OUR

Castoria.

West Trenton.

and the busin*

town treasurer.

as

ne-s.

rej ..-t w
After
wa-

a!

morning

.

—

wa>

from the various

«

*'

kc

T II R lv lv

Republican.

Crippcu win-has !*oen ill at his
city for several months pa-t. is, we
are happy to report,
*
rapidly recovering.
Mr Amasa Sargent of Boston, is in town on
a business trip

held with Neal Dow Lodge at Ellsworth. March 11. The meeting was called to
■•rder it ]“ :»u
m
by District Templar L.
U
Lord, with good representations present
I.

the food,

••

HARBOR,

YOU ARE NOT IN II

cures

T

—

fa-einat-

'ting an x'ampi. of
i*o\
He tak* 111*
ai •: drive- off a;.in»
:» '.f W
,d VS Ii
xv
out v ; : ami it
:jthe ribbon*
> :

h'

l>istriet Lodge of (iuod

llaiw<M k

Nehemiah II. Higgins,Jr. of Eilsworth |

|

\V ^Y R I>

—We regret to chronicle that Mr- Arthur Shute
l-very low and her mother. Mrs. 11 M Hall,
is seriously ill.

impel Itor^.

triva

v\

i.-it and

-imply

s

~

<

of them-, ive-

rooiji-

w,

I

11

are
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Castoria relieves

Wind Colic.

toria is the Children’s Panaeeu—the Mother’s Friend.
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constipation and flatulency.
regulates the stomach
bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas»
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feverishness.

Mrs. diaries S. Lord left last Thursday for
Providence, where she will join her husband,
w**ose vessel is at that port with a cargo of coal.
Mr- Lord will probably l*e gone several weeks.
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MACHINES.

S. J. CLEMENT,

other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays

cures

<

want to commend

ot

Democrat.

SEWING

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

ONE.

For Mayor

abnut to devise
l ill) sure the pastors of all the churc'ties
some plan to procure the
required
amount
of
funds
to
m.i-T fav<>r it. and I
believe the people it
purchase It. S » they
«n< luded to get up an
w
*rg"ii..i respond to it.
antiquarian supper
On every side that
which they did aud which was liberally
vv
I
I', u every
light that 1 see it. such a :
about one hundred and forty
patronized,
v.s
nie-ting
promise of good. I want to ! being present. The patriotism of the
h .: 'ti -»
ght hundred voices more or less
young men outside of the district who patri'c :,nd -w.
in song together. I want to
ronized the enterprise was not so com‘r tii*
! !oi>. the lawyers, the editors, the
mendable as the patriotism of the ladies of
in
hunts, of every denomination, and no de- ! the district, as they took charge of the
tnunm.isi.»n, speak for the public good to the ! tables before they were fairly ready and
to goige the best of everything
I ub
gst lit red tin re.
I know
how well! managed
leaving several aged ladies behind who
in »ny of them can do this, and 1 know of uothwt re past their three score
years and ten,
_• be111 r
they eau do. Ket p flu* ball rolling who through the infirmities of old age
an! _-.totl.«r- to help mil It
w
1;
KiUworth
were
not capable of battling
with the
h iv« reason to g|,,rv in the scheme as its good ; roughness i>f the crowd,
consequently had
to try and make themselves thankful
it.forth. • • • I tiopt) a!i the churches are
by
w
obtaining a >*ai at the third and fourth
ie aw ak« and prospt ring in all good w ork.
table
and
and
what
eatiug
the
I give my love to them all.”
drinking
vounger portion of the audience saw lit to
Pursuant to a call that appeared in last leave
We rigidly condemn such wauton
week's Amfkhwn. twenty womeu met at the
disrespect of aged people by the young.
bonn of Mrs. Win. H. Black on State Street.
Mrs. S J Gilpatrick has moved to this
a:.! organized
a
W Milan's
Aid
Kecley
place from South Surry and Is making her
1. i_
with Mrs. Helen I,. C lark for Presihome with her brother. 1*. L Iceland, for
i- i.!. Mr-. Maria It. Perry. Vice President, and
the present.
Her many friends are glad
Mr-. \. h
to
welcome her to this place.
Greek, secretary and Treasurer.
A
•mmiitee to draft a constitution aud by('apt. David Marshall has drawn quite a
»wwas chosen
large amouut of cord-wood on the landing
insisting of Mrs. A. M.
Fu'ton. Mr-. M
It. Perry, and Mrs. \. F.
ready for shipment.
b:.
Mr. Alonzo Grlndle and wife of Black
ting committee. Mrs. A. M.
I-land have been here this week on a visit
H ;
Mr-. L. A. Mason. Mrs.
W.
to
her mother. Mrs. Hannah Lei aud.
y
.rd.Mi-s Arvi'la Thomas.and Mrs.Tinker,
Mr. D. B. Alley has closed his singing
Mi-. A. M. Fulton and Mrs. A. F. Gree.'y
school which has been in continuance for
w
b >sen a committee to solicit and receive
several weeks.
We hear his pupils have
'•»; ; •-.itions for aid. Adjourned to meet at
made fine progress.
Mr-. Wm. H. Black's. Thursday at 2.3».t p. m..
Our postmistress, Mrs. S C. Fowler, is
M o', h 1*:. when the constitution and by-law*
<>n the sick list.
We iienr she is somew; 1 be presented.
Tbe object of the League
what better.
raise money to be used as a fund to aid
Mr. Ira (\ Getchell and wife have arin
and women w ho desire to reform from
rived home from the American House,
t:ie ii.pior
or
and
have
not
opium habit,
vour city, where they
have been employed
m* i« to pay the expenses of treatment at a
during the winter and have gone to houseIv
v Institute, but as there are many who
keeping at their pleasant home. Their
w .uid gsadly avail themselves of this
aid, hut many friends are glad to welcome them.
do not like to be a-sisted. vvithout giv ing some
Miss Mabel Hopkins aud Miss Mamie
Anderson have arrived at their adopted
re. uru. the League will he a loau association
the former from Belfast aud the lathome,
ami persons receiving assistance will Ik* reter from Ellsworth Falls, and are In atquired to sign a paper agreeing that after being
tendance on their sick relative, ('apt.
r- -tored to health, they will make weekly or
James Spear.
monthly payments to the treasurer of the
Mrs. Lewis V Marshall is aud has ’**en
League until they have returned the amount
for sometime past in poor health.
advanced, the payments being according to the
('apt J. W. Saunders has been at home
at ity of the person to earn money. As there
from Waltham. Mass
on account of the
i« no penalty attached to a violation of this
illness of his wife and brother-in-law,
agret m. tit between the League and the parties
('apt. J Spear. He returned on Wednesa«sis!ed. ttie League relies solely upon the
day of this week.
b nor of th> m- u aud women who are rescued,
Mrs. A. L. Saunders is fast recovering
b* :>-v ing that there i« not one person In ten
from her recent illness.
tie-n-aiid. who has been saved from the mi
Mrs. Daniel Ladd has been to Seal Harerabic fate of a drunkard, or opium eater, but
bor to visit relatives.
wouid re u< e to aid the League in it* work of
rescuing the perishing. All applications for
('apt. John H. Anderson of Marlboro,
aid must be made to Mrs. A. M. Fulton or
accompanied by his granddaughter. Miss
Ethna
Ford, was in town over Sunday of
Mr- A. F. Greek with the assurance that they
this week on a
visit to relatives and
wl
be strictly confidential; not even the
friends.
members of the League will know who the
(.'apt. Luther Gilpatrick and wife of
ant* art
None need hesitate to apply
a; p
East Lamoiue were in town on Wednesday
f >r ..id for ample time will be allowed them to
of this week on a flying visit to their aunt,
make returns.
Mrs S. J. Gilpatrick.
A. F. Gp.ef.lv, Sec.
March 10.
Roy.
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A. Greely left Monday for Bosher studies at the Boston School
She will graduate at the close of the

—Miss Clio Chllcott returned home this Wed
from Colby, to spend the
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in excellent condition.
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Augusta fighting the scheme.

Biuehill. among them I>r. R. P
t' Tid.i
Rev. Albert Donnell, Mr. (ico. W.
•
and
Rev.
(iuleon Mayo. The school lias
.17
-■ ■'•atiy
prosj-ered under the instruction of

daughter of Ii. 1.
Hilt.k. w 1; ha- been

v\

in

to resume

Mr. E A. Lermond who iin Kutnford Fall-, ha-* made a
home In tills city

citizens of

.*-

o

n

wa-

Phillips returned last week from
his Washington trip.
—

“me. dutinc tlie year, lectures and talks have
t*e« n g;\i u before the student- by prominent

0.011,1).
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living.
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grandchildren, and
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Tracy of AshvlUe

—Miss Annie Koblnson
from Boston.

Peters, [‘resident: John B. RedPresident; Eugene A. Stevens, s* cretary an! treasurer; Lemuel F. I>. Peters,
Henry it Darling. Henry W. Sargent, Fben
W
Ma'o. Dr. D
W. Bunker, Andrew P.
Wi-wi
E Iward F < base, Arthur C. Hinckley. Frank P. Merrill. Following i* the board
ot instruction: Fugene H. Stover, A.
B.,prine;!•.«!; Stella L. Clay. assistant; Chas. C. C lough,
teacher of musi»
Following i* the summary :
F id term. 47; w inter term. «V2; spring term,
aggregate by terms, .44. From time to
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Knowlton, Esq.

Augustus c.

man.

i*. North >»-.igwick. Mar
1 7 •! i> s. Funeral occurred
lb*'. K\.
Mavis ortkiating.
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delegation

a

was

Cross X in the

a

Prof Hitching* of the Buck sport Seminary
wras in this city, Tuesday, the guest of John K.

detuie year ls|*2 bd.
Following are the offiof the corporation. Board of Trustees:

cuts.
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last Frhiay
days’session
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attendance

those in

to

though
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mark
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just printed at this office the oatai-.gue >f the oflieers and students of Bluebill
A adetny and Free High School for the aca.

; b‘- -«H-ie y, at odd Fellows*
;■? o’clock.
An excellent sup-
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evru

—Miss

Oratory.
coming term.

Milbrldge and
handsome majority in
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his broth

business.
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—T. S. Somes, Esq., of Mt. I>csert, deputy collector at the port of Southwest Harbor, w as in
this city Thursday.
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•I'Tf *■[ "it and Cutler, and even ventures to
bet that Lubec will vote a majority for the aid
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storm,
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company in this j
well received in

granting the subsidy, while Whiting,
Marion, Dennysville, Pembroke. Charlotte,
Marshfield, Wesiey, Cooper and Meddylnuips

f.
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—Mr. John II.

favor of

Ic-om-r Susan L.

v

h
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death

cause

Hooper.
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to

to

visit

on a

Mr. G W. Brimmer of Brewer

Thursday,

matter comes to a vote Machias, Fast
Machias, Whitneyville, Machiasport. Jonesboro, Addison, Columbia, Columbia Falls,
Harrington and berry field will be solidly in

tin -toniach of the I at Frank <>,
1 den was sent for analysis, lit

INSTRUMENTS,

city, Thursday.

th.

received from theebem*

iii

v«

—

Machias I ni-H takes exceptions to
the report that the shore towns of
Washington
county art* solidly opposed to building the
Shore Line Railroad and predicts that when

<•

Phillips of Northeast

—Judge Emery returned home
fruin Houlton when* he held a ten
of court.

—The

Fond, was on exhibition at the
1
1 dridge. Monday
evening last
measured 20 1-2 inches In length
hcs. and w eighed 5 pounds.

mi

■'

-d

by Alfred ilastiug;

aught

:r"Ui

Mr. and Mrs. Fred I
Harbor, were here Friday,
I>r. Geo. A. Phillips.

Straight Ticket,
right of

a

er,

support by the other
members of the company has been very acceptable.

this week.

>\

To vote

—

erret," w ith a strong east, the part of Ferret
aughau by Miss Robinson, being very well
assumed indeed. To-night
(Wednesday) the
drama “Hazel Kirke” w ill be given. This is

took

AND OTHER flUSICAL

1893.

20,

ago.

; 1*
\

oiul. 4 trout, whose combinec

'1

List of Candidates nominated, to be voted for ir
the several Wards in the City of Ellsworth, March

—Capt. Samuel A. Goodwin, who^has been at
during the winter, arrived home a few days

Tramp,” receiving
especial applause. Tuesday eveniug the company presented the comedy drama, “Little

preach in the Ful
>uinlay. March 19th, at 1

Sunday

STATE OF MAINE.
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Yale will
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o'clock, standard,
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at
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v

M.

111.
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w

—U. S. Marshal H. B. Saunders spent
his home in this city.

—Miss Ethel Parsons and Miss Addle Salisbury
left home Monday, to attend the spring term at
Kent's Hill.

—The Wallace Hopper Co.
opened a three
nights’ engagement at Hancock Hall,
Monday
evening, before a very good house with the
play Reclaimed.” The parts were w ell taken,
Mr. Hopper as “Larry the

Aiin Weaver.

v

at

Owet

the Bangor Opera Louse, and is a
young
man of great dramatic
ability. Our own
young people have received excellent training
for their various parts, ami may i»e confidently expected to perform them successfully. A
dance will follow the entertainment.
of

'I
\

[

—Mr. Harry B. Lowell of Portland, who la via
iting relatives In this city, will return to Port
land this week.

Owen of

City and County
New

PERSONALS.

present to the

Rheumatism,
S'enralgia, Lameneii,
Headache, Toothache, Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Burns, Sprains, Strains,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Dyspepsia,
Sour Stomach, Ac.
Sold Everywhere. 25 cento*

lyrtl

OF MANCHESTER, N. H.
Commenced Business 1885.
Incorporated in 1885.
J. C. Moos*, Pres.
Sec’y, S. B. Stearns.
$5004)00.
Capital Paid Up In Cash.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1892.
Loans on bom! and mortgage (first liens),
$300,700 60
290,590 Of
Stocks and bonds, mar) et value,
186.6(8 13
Loans secured by collaterals,
Cash In principal office and in bank,
106,577 82
Interest due nnd accrued,
18,443 55
Premiums in due course of ,-olleeticn,
119,915 18
$ 1,012,835 28
Aggregate of all the admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1892.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims,
$ 45,037 24
to
re-insure
all
Amount requhyd
safely
363,777 87
outstaiidingTksks,
All other demands against the company,
viz.: commissions, etc
23,749 03
Total amount ot liabilities, except capital
stock and net surplus,
432,584 14
5 0.0DO 00
Capital actually paid up In cash,
80,.'5114
Surplus beyond capital,
Aggregate amount of liabilities, includingnet surplus,
$ 1,012,835 28
GRANT * CUSHMAN. Agents, Ellsworth.
lw$»

The SFZU2TG TEEM
-OF THE-

East Maine Conference Seminary
OPENS MARCH 15.
A. X*. CIIA&E, l’rlnclp.l.
3w9
Bucksport, Feb. V>, 1W3.

DR. BYRN,
Medical and Magnetic Treatment.
49-OFFICE NO. fl WATER STREET .,*4
II nilswortli,
5tf

Maine,

I

IR’S
Y-our best

admitted.]
Gift from the cold ami silent Past!
A relic to the present cast;
Left on the ever-changing strand
Of shifting and unstable sand.
Which wastes beneath the steady chime
And beating of the waves of Time;
Who from its bed of primal rock
First wrenched thy dark, unshapely block ?
Whose hand, of curious skill untaught,
Thy rude and savage outline wrought?

Eyes

-bscesses, Tumors

Tunning Sores
Humors, Itch

S-curvy,

A-nemia, indigestion

The waters of my native stream
Are glancing in the sun’s warm beam :
From sail-urged keel and flashing oar
The circles widen to its shore;
And cul ured field and peopled town
Slope to its wiMowed margin down.
^ et, while this morning breeze is bringing
The home-life sound of school-bells ringing,
And rolling wheel and rapid jar
Of the tire-winged and steedless car.
And voices from the wayside near
Come quick and blended on my ear.
A spell is in this old gray stone
My thoughts are w.th the Past alone!

P-imples, Blotches
A-nd Carbuncles
R-ingworm, Rashes
! mpure Blood

..-anguidness, Dropsy
L-iver Complaint
A-!l cured by

—

AVER’S

A change! The steepled town no more
Stretches along the sail-thronged shore:
Like palace domes in sunset's cloud,
Fade sun-gilt spite and mansion proud
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Humphrey, of

Wyoming. Goy.

ter, of

Kausas, Gov. Routt, of Colorado, Gov.
Mellette, of South Dakota, Gov Wiuans,
of Michigan, Gov. Thomas, of Utah, and
G »v Burke, of North Dakota, are in favor of full suflrage for women; Gov. Colcord, of Nevada. Is In favor of suffrag*

suffrige when
they do pot

the

are

it, hut tint

women want

Gov. Knapp, *•!
lla-ka, believes in the right and expediei
cy of women's votmg”in all cases where thit.

want

firm mouth and
which does not
clear cut lips

i-sues iuvolve social, m »ral or educations
questions," and is unable to foresee any
ev ils or dangers likely to result from tin
exercise by them of the electoral franchise
case

he
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ta were absent fr in
horn*1; Gov.
.Spine, of Mi*siM*ippl. and Gov. Fleming.
if West Virginia, are ..ppost d, and Gov.
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MAKING:

PaRA-oI>

I> >ts and narrow stripes as well, are the
Da ling features in materials. Upon wools
the first-named are generally portrayed in

P. tnlwav A ( o..
molira! wx-rk pu: ii^LeU?

s

MATERIAL*:
Mil I.IN I1RY

____itf
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A.

1;. r4T*4thj.nrm

colors on a dark
ground, set at quarter inch intervals and
rising to a pin head degree above the surs;lk and sometimes iu gay

face. give rise to extraordinary lichness.
The idea however is indefinitely varied and
flat and set at wide interval- they may in
monotones

or

only slight

contrast

bring

about subdued ornamentation.

i

is
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Physician
Horstords
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The leadlarge cord at half
widths extend usual-

ing style
stripeinch intervals, nor 1 »
ly much beyond such limitation.
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]>ure, healthnutritious

iwdcr, and supplies

with the
; h .sphates of which
:inc llour is
deprived.
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MATERIALS.

display crinkled stripes and there is a proportion woven in crepon simulations, yet
awiA

Hp.n

1

....I,or.,

novel by cord** running lengthwise at half
inch distances or narrow .-tripes set farther
apart may be combined with the inevitable
dots. In making, there is largest patronwaists with round
age of medium length
belts or slightly pointed outlines. Much
i- said regarding the anticipated popularity of genuine empire outlines anti doubtless
tent.

they will tiud favor to a certain exDressmaking is indeed in a state of

transition and while

determined effort is
being made to pave the way for hoops, an
opposing party is equally determined upon
resistance.
Many skirts aie still made
plain except at the back, but the gores are
often wider and trimmings are markedly
higher, some reaching almost half way.
Successive bands or ruffles set apart are
seen

most

frequently.
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Sorrento.
Bar Harbor
tSton* on vlgnal or notice to Conductor.
V—W eat hi
permitting. f» rry passage.
These Trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston
and St. John.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets l»efore entering th* train, and «.,sjK*elnl!j
Ellsworth to Kails and Kail* to Ellsworth.
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WALTER Q. GRESHAM, whose family hail
long resided in Harrison county, Ind.,
where the couple had also spent a great
part of their lives. When Judge Gresham
gets into office there will lie no doubt
about anyone, wrho wishes to see the great
secretary of state, having an opportunity
to do so.
He is easily approached, and
frequently strolls along the street in an
easy manner, stopping on the comer to
chat with a friend in the most unaffected j
marked contrasts still continues, narrow
manner.
Judge Gresham’s service as
WILSON 8. bissell.
velvet ribbon being much employed for
carrying out a
pot master general in President Arthur’s ! line of policy once decided upon has often
striogs or as a contrast in garniture
cabinet will make him feel quite at home
been marked. He graduated from Yale,
in his position in President Cleveland’s.
Fancy straws or braids are chiefly seen,
and began at 22 the study of law with A.
He was bom March 17, 1832, and was edubut plain straw has a position, though
P. leaning, who subsequently formed a coand
cated at Bloomington
university
partnership with Grover Cleveland and
most frequently as a coutrast to fancy I
Corydon seminary.
Oscar Folsom. In the fall of 1872 Bissell
weaves, since contrast both in texture and !
John G. Carlisle, Secretary of the
formed a partnership with Lyman K. Bass,
color is most noteworthy.
and
about a year later Mr. Cleveland l*eTreasury.
came a member of the Ann, which was
The man who will hold in his hands the
PARASOLS
thereafter known as Bass, Cleveland &
nation’s finances is distinctively one of the
showing the Paris cat that has an elegaDt class we call selfmade Americans. Carlisle
Bissell.
is a Kentuckian. He was bom in Campcurve between the ribs,* having been introThe Last Cabinet Meeting.
bell (now Kenton) couniy and was a farmduced by Follraer, Clogg & Co., at once
Washington. March 4.—The last meetHe
er’s son.
became the leading style, but more conPiesident
Harrison’s cabinet
ing of
started in life
took place at the usual hour yesterday.
servative outlines are also seen, with eight
with a common
The
in
a
few
words, bade them
president,
school edticaribs and long, pointed ferules, silk or lace
good bye. He thanked them for the loyal
tion, which he
rosettes having replaced ribbon bow’s at
support they had always given him and
improved by
Lace is the leading finish and
the top.
for the personal good will they bore him,
at home
study
and wished for each one’s happiness and
much wider than hitherto, falls from
after his day’s
He then
success in all his undertakings.
or more rows
work
at
the
edges and appears in one
shook hands with each in turn, and in a
A favorite
jr puffings as prices increase.
plough. In early
voice which betrayed emotion bade them
manhood
he
has a deep lace edging with a row of

style

are

I'n

TRAINS

phosphates, that acts as
a tonic and food to the

He settled
in Nebraska
when he was little past 22 years
of age, and in a
short time became secretary of
the territory. In
J. STERLING MORTON.
18»)7, when his
state was admitted into the union, he was
a candidate for governor, but labored with
especial earnestness to procure the election
of a Democratic legislature. The Republicans. however,
were
enabled to send
Thomas NY. Tipton, who became a Greeley
in
to
the
United States
1872.
Republican
senate; and with that defeat Mr. Morton
retired from politics, so far as running for
office was ooncerned, during the remainder
of the lifetime of his wife, who died in 18*iL
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S5.C0 Per Barrel.

A preparation of the

Wilron S. Bissell of Buffalo, whom Mr.
Cleveland has chosen for postmaster general, tips the scales at about 300 pounds, is
over six feet, and he is said to have a “big
head” for business and for executive management. As a
corporation lawyer he has displayed very
marked ability.
He is said to he
a man of very
con vie.
strong
tions, and notab1e
independhis
ence, and
fearlessness in

and face without
color, but by no

noteworthy change in out
lines, with exception of the empire poke
that recalls old pictures. Its fate is doubtful as yet, but some dealers predict, a great
a
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The man who will hold the leading
office in the cabinet is also one of the most
interesting members of that body. Judge
Gresham is distinctly a home lover and a
great student, and one of his greatest pursuits is to sit in
his library read-
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Mr Morton is a typical western farmer and business man.
He
D of medium height and build, with clear
blue eyes and rare geniality of manner. He
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These are largely absorbed by the water
vapor, and brought to the eaith in raindrops. They give rain-water its dark col
or, and render it of some value as a fertilizer for crop-*.— Tl'iNsfote’s Principles of
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line and tremendous
time interestHe is familiar with all the
great shipyards. He is energetic and i
fluential. Once he secured the passage f
■ *.000 naval
a
appropriation in *J*» mi
utes. < >ne of his arms is shorter than the
other, due to the Yankee niinie bull which
utruck him in the Wilderness. Mr. Herbert h is a i ersonal intercut in every detail
of the new navy.
He has drawn several
designs himself, and ba« superintended the
construction of a model of one of the
heavier type of our proposed men-of war.
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three children
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(>ne of his (laughers is married and
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Other lives HILARY A HKRUKRT.
with her father in Washington. The new
minister is a lawyer by profession, and has
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Herbert, Secretary of the Navy
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unfit for duty, and sent to the hospital.
After three months, I returned to duty, and
'emaiued with my regiment until May 7.
18M. and on that day. at the battle of Bumbridge. I with thirty-three others of our
We
regiment were taken prisoners of w ar
arrived at AndersonviHe on or about the
fifth day of June, w here I remained until
th«- last of Decemh-r. during which time I
Contracted the scurvy to such an extent that
ray left leg was contracted to its uttermost.
b*-ing black from the (•* t t«» alnmt Italf-wny
between the knee and hip: and in thi«
horrible condition 1 left Andersonville for
Florence, South Carolina, where 1 remained
Our exchange
a
prisoner until FVbru «r>
papers were sign* d at I'.ast Ferry, uiakii g
tune
months ami
me a prisoner of war
twi-uty davs. From that day to this I ha\e
suffered fr-*in scurvy, causing indigestion
and constipation to su< h an extent that front
December iti to March 18 I had only eight
was
Since I
operations of the Imwcls.
18»i5, I have
mustered out of s»*r\ice, July
tried the very l*ost physicians, but they
could give me \»-ry little relief. On March
17. lv»\ the Kickapoo Indians came her*
I commenced taking
with their remedies.
the Indian Sigwa March 1H, and had an
operation «*f the bowel* that day. and after
the third day I had an operation of the
I imw have no pams.
bowels every day.
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d 1 thank find they
strength every day,
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your letters f *r the hue 1 hear y<
f
I am a inrmU-r
suffering humanilx
tl.
\
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Wavne.
No.
Post
.r»,
Wayne
Casey
County, Nebraska. F -r my honesty ami
sincerity 1 respectfully refer you to any
merchant or hanker of Wavne. Wayne
Jkssr Hamilton.
County, Nebraska.
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the law.
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in the disastrous skirmish known as
Town Creek expedition, under General
G. M. Dodge. My Company and Co. F of
our regiment were ordered to support two
pieces of dying artillery in advance of the
mam column.
Only fifteen of our command
reached the points designated and in our
retreat to the main armv were rendered
I

North Carolina,
in which state

the private secretary of Gov.
Rus*ell, of Massachusetts, sends ati evasive reply ; the Governors of Ohio and Miu
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an

Still Another Victim of
La drippe cured by

the

Secretary of the Interior.
Hoke Smith is not yet 88 years of age
and has the app-aranee of a 'ollege athlete.
He has a smooth-shaven face and in appearance is not unlike the late silvertongued H \\ l»rndy. He is a nativa of

of practical politics" Gov.
Reynolds, of Delaware, says he has u«*t
sufficiently considered the -u' j-ct to give
in any

Ten of

Smith.

Hoke

A SOLDIER’S SUFFERING.
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RICHARD OLKET.
Judge H F. Thomas and rapidly rose to
a
1**>
promising young lawyer. He served
one term in the lower brranch of the MasMr. Olney,
sachusetts legislature in 1874.
though 58 years old, looks much younger.
He is slightly lielow the medium height
and is po-.*csm*d of broad shoulders, with
a slight stoop, short neck, massive brow

Page, of Verinotii.
ready t<» give womet

Gov.

—

_WK REPRESENT SOME OF THE-

the Harvard law
school in 1H58 and
was
admitted to
the bar. He began
the practice of law
in
the office of

of Idaho, Gov. Boyd, of Nebraska. Gov.
Tillman, of South Carolina, and Gov.
Fleming, of Florida, are in favor of school
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$188,000,000.00

THAN

MOKE

high honors. He
graduated from

for “all intelligent, educated citizens, wh
can read, write and speak the English lai
guage," but fears that without such a quali
ticallon the had women would vote and
the good women would not. Gov. Willi*,

•-<

EVER MADE.
’rivthe Hum- >rfromyour

w

suffrage, presented a most interesting report. She sent out forty-nine letters, and
received twenty-one answers. Gov. Bar-

BARGAINS

Companies !

Old and Reliable

which nominated Seymour for tbs presiwas lieutenant governor of bio
state from 1871 to 1876, and was an alterHis
nate Tilden elector-atrlarge in 1876.
election to the position of speaker of the
house by the Forty-eighth congress, and
the incidents attending are well remembered by those interested.
Richard Olney, Attorney General.
Mr. Olney is cultured, accomplished, a
man of varied attainments and popular
Oxamong his friends. He was born at
ford, Mass., in 1885, and obtained his early
education in the district schools of the
Mr. Olney
town.
graduated from
Leicester Academy
and entered Drown
university, from
which he gradu
ated in 1856 with

convention at Washington.
Miss Mary H. Williams, the committee
appointed to collect the opinions of the
Governors of all tie States on woman
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INSURANCE AGENCY.

dency. He

[The Woman’s Column.|
Some amusing facts were brought out
during the recent national woman suffrage
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x\ gen a* d retim e i* force
And hum of work-day lit- again
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There is alway p>e—
The my’stic relic seems alone
A broken ma-s of common stone:
ent in tlie air, mid distributed thr nigh it.
And if it be the chiselled limb
-f water.
m -re or les- nioi.-ture, or vap »r
()i Berserker or id' A grim.—
The quantity varies from one fiftieth to
A fragment of \ a halia s Thor.
one two-hundredth part of the bulk -f the
1 he stormy Viking's god ot War.
Or l’i .tga of the Runic lay.
into the air hv
a r.
This inoi-ture pas-,
t)
love awakening Siona,
e\ aporation from the surface -<f tin- bodies
I know not.—for no graven line.
of water, from the surface <>f the land,
Nor Druid mark, nor Runic sign,
ar. i from all m »ist substances.
Is left me here, by which to trace
Its name, or origin, or place.
We are reminded in various ways that
Yet. for this vision of the l’ast.
the air contains moisture, a- iu the dr -p1 his glance upon it- darkness v,a-t.
thit form upon the outside of a p'Vher .-f
Mi spirit bows in gratitude
cold water, in the m d-ture that a< un:uBefore the Ciiver ot all good.
Who fashioned so the human mind
la’es up »n the w in low pane and f rin- a
That, trom the waste ot ’Tim** behind
thick covering -f fr »-t iu winter and in
A simple stone, or mound <»t earth.
t >e moisture that app-ars upon tin grass
Van summon the departed forth ;
in the morning
life again,(.Quicken the Past
1 tie Present lo-e in what has been,
\\ :»eu the air becomes overcharged with
And in their primal freshness -how
in -i-»ure. the surplus comes to the earth
The buried forms of long ago.
A- if a portion of that Thought
'•£ iin in the form -»f rain
d
is —The chief sources
f'lrbonir .1- id
Bi which the Kternal will i> wrought,
Whose impul-e fill4- anew with breath
of th.- gas in
the atmosphere are the
The frozen solitude of Death,
breathing of animals, the burning -f fuel,
To mortal mind were s mietimes lent,
and the decay of organic matter.
To mortal musings sometimes sent.
It is thrown •.fT from the systems of ani
To whisper—even when it seems
But Memory 's fantasy of dreams
Dials a- u-eiess. but is essential to the life
1 hrough the mind's w -te of woe and sin.
and growth of plants.
Of an immortal origin!
It may he seen that the e-i ipitig breath
hv
contains carbonic acid,
breathing
to-in "ur New Y-rk
Correspondent.i
thr -ugh a tube into clear lime w ater. There
New York Fashions.
will be formed in the water a white powTi- pa-t.
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Round Odin's mossy stone of power
l i e wolf beneath the Arctic moon
11a- an-wered to that startling rune;
1 he Gael ha- heard it- stormy -well.
The light l iank know- it- summons well;
Iona'- sahle-stoled Vuldee
! 1 :i- heard it sounding o'er the sea.
And swept, with hoary beard and hair.
Ih- altar's foot in trembling
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Turned t*> green earth and summer sky
i ach broad, seamed brea-t has cast aside
It- cumbering ve-t of shaggy hide;
Bared to the sun and soft warm air,
Vream- back the Norsemen's yellow hair
1 -ee the gleam of axe and -pear.
The sound
-mitten shield* 1 hear.
Keeping a harsh and fitting time
l'o Saga’s chant, and Runic rhyme;
ich lavs a- Zetland’s >cald has sung.
His gray and naked isles among;
()r muttered low at midnight hour

attolenei
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it- solemn

But hark !--from wood and
flung back,
v\ hat sound comes up the Merrimack?
\Yhat -ea- woi n barks arc those w hich throw
l’h light -prav from each rushing prow
Have they not in the North Sea's blast
Bowed to the waves the -training mast?
1 heir frozen -ails the low. pale -un
Ot l’hule's night lias -hone upon;
1 lapped l»v the sea-wind s gu-ty -weep
Bound iev drift, and headland steep
Wild Jutland's wive- and LocJBin’s daugh-
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oil

Soft ripple where it- waters go;
1 hear behind the panther's cry,
l'he w ild-bird's scream goes thrilling
And shyly on the rivers brink
The deer i- stooping down to drink.

;

cap

all the rage.

are

knobs, but beautiful
hook shape.

are

Dark, shadow-like,

It climbs the green and cultured hill.
It arches o’er the valley
rill;
\nd leans from clitT and crag, to throw
It- wild arms o’er the stream below,
t'nchanged. al*ne the same bright river
Flow on, as it will flow forever!
I listen, and I hear the low

;k not out of weak

finishings,

Spectrally rising where they stood,,
1 see the old primeval wood
I

lyry.hc4tnpnnr.
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28 he wm admitted to the bar. At the age
of 24 he was elected to the Kentucky legislature, lower house, and served four terms.
In 1864 he declined to be presidential elector on the Democratic ticket, and In 1866
he was elected state senator, to which posiHe was
tion he was afterwards reelected.
a delegate-at-large to the national Democratic convention at New York in 1868,

attractive by reason of
which coming

90

in great variety,
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nut bur. A fragment of a statue,
rudelv chiseled from dark gray atone, was
found in the town of Bradford, on the Merrimack. It- origiti must be left entirely to conjecture. The fact that the ancient Northmen
visited New England, some centuries before
the discoveries of Columbus, is now generally

r.-rysipelas, Catarrh
rheumatism, and
S-crofula.
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